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Section 1: Central Nampa Revitalization Blueprint Introduction

LETTER FROM THE MAYOR
“Nampa truly has been discovered, and
is a community on the move. It has a
good reputation for getting things done
and joining together to accomplish big
dreams and big projects.
“Nampa is demographically central to
the valley, has an affordable cost of
living, a competitive cost of doing business, abundant land for development, and
top quality city services including an airport, library, recreation center, and beautiful
parks. Nampa also enjoys high levels of community philanthropy and volunteerism
and progressive elected leadership committed to the community’s best interests. It
is a community that works and plays together and has a very bright future in a
healthy and growing regional market; a market, which comprises a significant
portion of the state’s economy.
“In the middle of all this energy and growth is Central Nampa and our historic
Downtown. For the right businesses, this can be a great home. Contact us and find
out how valuable our public‐private partnership can be. Make Central Nampa the
future address of your success!”
Mayor Tom Dale
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CENTRAL NAMPA VISION
“Downtown Nampa has become a sparkling example of mixing office, specialty
retail and residential uses. The family‐friendly, turn of the century park‐like
atmosphere has become an outdoor living room for the entire community. Regular
events draw families into the historic downtown core for arts, entertainment, dining,
and unique shopping experiences.

“Vision without action is a
daydream. Action without
vision is a nightmare.”
Japanese proverb

“A significant residential presence, professional office concentration, a regional
transportation hub, and unique shopping and cultural opportunities make
Downtown Nampa alive. Downtown Nampa is truly where the entire community
comes together, providing a unique opportunity for heritage tourism. The
Downtown Business Association leads and oversees the efforts to maintain and
enhance area aesthetics and a busy social and promotional calendar.”
Downtown Nampa Futures Statement, 1/2002
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Central Nampa is preparing to place itself among the great city centers of the
Northwest. Toward this end, the City of Nampa has crafted a revitalization
Blueprint that sets a clear course for collaborative development over the next six
years to attain the vision its citizens have embraced. At the core of this Blueprint
program is a public‐private partnership fostered by a City government committed to
growing business and building community in Central Nampa.
The Blueprint calls for designation of four distinct and complementary development
districts: a Civic Campus, Classic Village, Historic Downtown and Transit Village.
Each district will have its own character, target markets and land use orientation.
Together, the four will connect to local and regional markets emerging in the
western Treasure Valley.
Strongly driven by detailed market analysis, the Blueprint seeks to establish greater
economic and social ties with the community, especially young families and seniors
– major segments of Nampa’s growing population.
The greatest business recruitment program is an outstanding retention program.
With this in mind, the Blueprint calls for an immediate emphasis on improving
business conditions in Central Nampa. From better business information to
technical assistance and refinements to the built environment, a short list of actions
are called for. Among these, very specific strategic physical improvements (e.g.,
wayfinding, gateways and parking) can be accomplished at relatively low cost. The
Blueprint identifies what improvements need to be made, where they should be
completed and provides guidance on how they can be accomplished.
Strategic recruitment will reflect both the needs and the opportunities that exist in
each Central Nampa district. Target business types are specified.
CENTRAL NAMPA REVITALIZATION BLUEPRINT
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Recommended physical improvements will require an investment of about $1.33
million over the next four years. Some of the specified costs may be funded through
a set of over 130 potential resources detailed in the Blueprint’s Support Section of
the accompanying CD. Naturally, the community must be ready to invest in itself to
make the Blueprint program a success. However these outside resources are likely
to stretch each locally invested dollar substantially.
In short, the Blueprint sets a course for attaining a strongly supported vision for
Central Nampa. This course is clarified by recommendations that address “who,
what, when, where, how and why” for each of five strategy elements and subsidiary
actions. Embracing the principle of “Ready, Aim, Fire,” this five‐point strategy
includes:
1. Commit to the Blueprint program, incorporating its elements into each
partner’s operating plans
2. Refine the existing development systems that affect Central Nampa
3. Initiate strategic economic projects that will serve as catalysts and
momentum‐builders for private sector investment
4. Enhance weak components of the physical place of Central Nampa
5. Communicate the Blueprint program and its successes to target markets,
potential partners, resource entities and the community as a whole
In this systematic manner, the Blueprint will be implemented by the City, private
sector partners, and citizens with each step and every action contributing to the
ultimate revitalization of Central Nampa. This is a program whose time has come.
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Section 2: Strategy
Initiate Major
Economic
Initiatives

Enhance the
Physical
Place

3

Refine
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Blueprint
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1
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Blueprint

Figure 2.1: Central Nampa Blueprint
Strategy Outline

STRATEGY OVERVIEW

The Central Nampa Blueprint Program is composed of a five‐point
strategy (Figure 2.1 at left and listed in Table 2.1, next page) that
embraces the principle of ‘Ready, Aim, Fire.’ The five points are
Communicate founded on (1) a formal incorporation of the Blueprint into the partners’
Blueprint to
operations. Refinements to existing systems (2) will be completed with
Markets
the purpose of finalizing preparation for major programming. With this
groundwork established, the team (a public‐private partnership
composed of local government and all other organizations who are
stakeholders in Central Nampa’s health) will initiate a set of market
driven economic development projects (3) and physical improvements (4). These
projects will vary in size and timing, with early initiatives intended to build
momentum for later ones. All of these efforts will be undertaken in the context of
systematic, ongoing communication (5) to markets, partners, citizens and resource
entities. Key to the Blueprint’s success are two issues: building partnerships and
building momentum. Each will feed the other.
Strategy Element I: ADOPT & COMMIT TO CENTRAL NAMPA VISION
A. Obtain City Approval & Adopt Blueprint
B. Obtain Downtown Association Approval & Adopt Blueprint
C. Appoint and Enable a Central Nampa Plan Implementation Team
First, the City and its implementation partners need to adopt the Blueprint and
commit to its implementation. Adoption needs to go far beyond passage of a
resolution. Elements of the Blueprint need to be incorporated into the City’s
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Table 2.1: Central Nampa Blueprint Goals & Initiatives
Goal
I

II

III

IV

V

Initiative
ADOPT & COMMIT TO CENTRAL NAMPA VISION
A Obtain City Approval & Adopt Blueprint
B Obtain Downtown Association Approval & Adopt Blueprint
C Appoint and Enable a Central Nampa Plan Implementation Team
REFINE CENTRAL NAMPA DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
A Create a System of Districts and Boundaries
B Enhance Wayfinding, Circulation and Gateway Systems
C Re‐activate Historic Preservation Commission
D Establish Arts & Heritage Commission
E Address Target Markets
F
Refine Regulatory System
G Enhance Infrastructure
H. Hire a Professional to Manage Central Nampa Redevelopment
INITIATE STRATEGIC ECONOMIC CATALYSTS
A Locate a New Library‐based Mixed‐use Project in Central Nampa
B Implement Business Retention Program
C Enhance the Year‐round Viability of the Farmersʹ Market
D Recruit Target Businesses for Central Nampa Infill
E Recruit Private Entertainment Center to Central Nampa
F
Identify & Plan for Transit Node in Historic Downtown
PHYSICALLY ENHANCE CENTRAL NAMPA
A Create a System/Network of Boulevards
B Extend the Wall Street Alley Way
C Strengthen Characteristics of Central Nampaʹs ʺSense of Placeʺ
D Implement a Façade Improvement program
DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A COMMUNICATION PLAN
A Develop & Implement a Detailed Communication Plan
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comprehensive plan and the action plans of all
partnering entities. An implementation
management team also needs to be established to
guide all facets of the work and to adjust the system
as appropriate over time.
Strategy Element II: REFINE CENTRAL NAMPA
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
A. Create a System of Districts and Boundaries
B. Enhance Wayfinding, Circulation and Gateway
Systems
C. Re‐activate Historic Preservation Commission
D. Establish Arts & Heritage Commission
E. Address Target Markets
F. Refine Regulatory System
G. Enhance Infrastructure
H. Hire a Professional to Manage Central Nampa
Redevelopment

Existing components of Central Nampa’s
development system will be refined. In effect, these
are ‘base hit’ projects that can be readily
accomplished at low cost and with tangible
benefits. Many good systems are in place that
simply need modification to address either minor
weaknesses or opportunities linked to the Blueprint
system. Each of the central area districts will be established with its own set of
zoning and design guidelines to foster appropriate land use, character development
and target marketing. Other regulatory systems, such as building codes, will be
updated. Nampa’s wayfinding, circulation and gateway systems will be enhanced
SECTION 2: STRATEGY - PAGE 2.2

to make Central Nampa easier to find and navigate. Infrastructure, which is in
generally good order, will also be refined. In addition, the Blueprint system will be
enhanced by the creation of one and enhancement of two existing organizations.
These will focus on historic preservation, the arts and heritage (combined), and
Historic Downtown business development. In particular, professional management
of the Blueprint program will be integrated over the next two years. It is
recommended that the City and Downtown Association collaborate in funding this
essential position.
The Historic Dewey Hotel. Many people in
the community are calling for development
of a new community structure whose
design is reminiscent of this remarkable
building.

Strategy Element III: INITIATE STRATEGIC ECONOMIC CATALYSTS
A. Locate a New Library‐based Mixed‐use Project in Central Nampa
B. Implement Business Retention Program
C. Enhance the Year‐round Viability of the Farmersʹ Market
D. Recruit Target Businesses for Central Nampa Infill
E. Recruit Private Entertainment Center to Central Nampa
F. Identify & Plan for Transit Node in Historic Downtown
A small set of major economic initiatives will be implemented to infuse more
substantial energy into Central Nampa’s development environment. These
initiatives are organized into two tiers. The first tier is likely to yield larger‐scale
impacts. Within this group, the new City library offers greatest potential for short‐
term gain (in addition to lasting value). The City already intends to relocate the
library from its historic position at 11th and 1st in the Historic Downtown. If the
project were revised to allow for a mix of uses (including City administration and
possibly leasable office space), it could become an early catalyst for next phase
revitalization of the Historic Downtown. Specifically, with a design reflective of the
historic Dewey Hotel, it could be an extraordinary icon and even a gateway to the
city center in a number of strategic locations. Among these are: facing 11th on the
civic block currently home to the police station; along 3rd Street east of 12th Avenue;
on 11th Avenue north of 2nd Street.
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Other key initiatives include an entertainment district (or block) in Historic
Downtown north of 1st and east of 12th, and a greatly enhanced Farmers Market
adjacent to the historic depot. These projects would be complemented by three
other new programs. First among these is an organized business program. Targeted
infill of strategic development recruits will support this effort. Finally, the City will
begin the process of organizing a major transit node in the Historic Downtown
along the rail line between 14th and 15th. This long‐term project will provide
exceptional economic and social benefits once the envisioned Treasure Valley transit
system is put in place.
Strategy Element IV: PHYSICALLY ENHANCE CENTRAL NAMPA
A. Create a System/Network of Boulevards
B. Extend the Wall Street Alley Way
C. Strengthen Characteristics of Central Nampaʹs ʺSense of Placeʺ
D. Implement a Façade Improvement program
Central Nampa has a substantial number of wonderful physical improvements
whose collective strength is deflated by a few dominating weaknesses. These will be
addressed in a highly focused strategic process aimed at enhancing the Place of
Central Nampa. Seven key projects are included in this effort. Among these are:
¾ Boulevard‐oriented enhancements to the major arterials of 2nd, 3rd and 11th.
These roadways will be refined to express the grandness of the community’s
vision for itself through the design of their buildings, streetscapes, public art
and the very corridors themselves.
¾ Parking systems. While there is a technical excess of parking units in the
Historic Downtown, their location, access and design, make parking a
frustrating weakness for markets and businesses alike. Both public and
private, onstreet and offstreet parking areas will be enhanced as a system to
strengthen this critical component of the central area’s infrastructure.
CENTRAL NAMPA REVITALIZATION BLUEPRINT
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Alleyways like this one in Nampa can be
opportunities for business development
and provide attractive sources of discovery
and fun for target markets.

“First we shape our
buildings, then they
shape us.”
Winston Churchill
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¾ Wall Street extension. The success of Historic Downtown’s Wall Street
alleyway will be expanded one block south. This feature will support
property owners’ interest in creating more useable space for a wider variety
of small businesses. Effectively creating second front doors to buildings
constructed for a bygone era requiring large inventory space, this project will
enhance the value of local properties while creating unique spaces to attract
new markets.
¾ Enhancements to the character of Historic Downtown. A few segments of
this district are exceptional in their historic character, business presence and
sense of place. However, there are several opportunities for subdistrict and
streetscape improvements. New crosswalks, sidewalk lighting, signage,
information kiosks, and a place to congregate or linger will be emphasized.
¾ Water amenities in the Civic Campus District. The agricultural canal that
runs through this district is literally an untapped asset. With careful design, a
portion of this flow might be rerouted (returning to the Canal after a few
blocks) to provide a variety of water amenities to enhance the district’s sense
of place. Small ponds, pools, fountains and streams could enliven the Civic
Campus and create a unique atmosphere that would serve development
intentions here strategically.
¾ Multi‐modal traffic system. Central Nampa could easily become a highly
walkable and accessible area. A system of pedestrian and bicycle pathways
will be created to link core area districts as well as Central Nampa to the rest
of the community.
¾ Historic Downtown Nampa is remarkable in Idaho for its exceptional density
and quality of historic buildings. These historic buildings and adjacent
structures that could be improved will receive support through expansion of
resources for façade and structural refinements.
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Strategy Element V: DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A COMMUNICATION PLAN
Strategies have little hope of succeeding without a solid communication system to
support their intentions. The Blueprint is no different in this regard. The
implementation team will need to build and sustain an ongoing communication
program focused on five primary targets:
1. The Central Nampa business community, including both business and
property owners
2. All entities engaged in any facet of Blueprint implementation
3. All levels of government and other resource organizations that may influence
the success of Blueprint projects
4. Target markets, including existing and potential customers and clients
5. Development recruits
Each of these entities will require its own system of communications vehicles and
leaders to sustain them. Toward this end, the City’s designated leader will develop
and use a strategic system of communication tools, including:
¾ Website Posting of Blueprint
¾ Series of Articles on Blueprint Vision, Opportunities
¾ Newsletter Targeting Developers & Strategic Business Recruits
¾ Central Nampa Information Kiosks
¾ Flyers Program Promoting Activities
¾ Reader Board at 11th Street Underpass
¾ Powerpoint Presentation of Blueprint Program
¾ Q&A Fact Sheet on Central Nampa Developments
¾ News Media Press Release Campaign
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Downtown Districts
•Civic Campus
•Classic Village
•Historic Downtown
•Transit Village

CENTRAL NAMPA BOUNDARIES & DISTRICTS
11th
Street

Nampa
Boulevard
2nd Avenue
3rd Avenue

Figure 2.2: Central Nampa Districts

th

16
Street

Central Nampa covers 104 blocks of the city’s core.
This area is composed of commercial, office,
government, retail, residential and even some
industrial land uses ordered into four loosely alligned
subareas. These subareas have the capacity to become
organized into districts that can be developed
strategically to strengthen the city center. The
Blueprint program emphasizes district development as
a fundamental framework for city center revitalization.

Enhancement of Central Nampa’s districts will be
focused on a few target markets which may be
competitively addressed, given the area’s existing and
potential assets. These targets will vary depending
upon the character, conditions and other strengths within each of Central Nampa’s
four proposed districts. Market niches were identified via a detailed analysis of
regional demographics, competition and local competitive strengths. This analysis
is presented in Section 5, Economic conditions.
Central Nampa’s general boundaries (see Figure 2.2) are Nampa Boulevard on the
West, Sixteenth Avenue on the East, Garrity on the north and (roughly) Seventh
Street on the South. The railroad (dotted line in Figure 2.2 at left) and Eleventh
Avenue (Highway 45) also greatly influence the boundaries of this area.
Recognizing Nampa’s growth as a major city in Idaho and the Pacific Northwest, it
is important to plan beyond the community’s Historic Downtown boundaries. For
years, distinctly different styles of commercial and civic development have evolved
both west and north along major arterials. As an example, the new City Hall and
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Civic Center complex are the core of an important new development zone that has
its own unique character. The object of Blueprint districting is to recognize, exploit
and enhance these subareas. The City will guide development here to create a multi‐
dimensional system of places that compose a dynamic central mixed use center for
21st century Nampa.
This section will outline the rationale for Central Nampa’s districts, their boundaries
and their complementary but individual development programs. Each district has
its own potential, direction and target markets. These are based on historic land
uses, market dynamics (per Section 5, Economic conditions), and general
development trends in the Treasure Valley and Nampa. Proposed districts (see
Figure 2.2) are:
¾ Civic Campus
• High Amenity Professional Office Campus
• Civic Core in Park‐like Setting
¾ Classic Village
• Celebrated Transition Area
• Festive Events
• Automotive Orientation in Route 66/Neon Theme
¾ Historic Downtown
• Nampa’s Living Room
• Small Business Center
¾ Transit Village
• High Amenity Residential Neighborhoods
• Higher Density, New Urbanism Orientation
• Highly Connected to the City and Region
Each of these districts are described in the following pages along with graphic
representation of the areas within Central Nampa.
CENTRAL NAMPA REVITALIZATION BLUEPRINT
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CIVIC CAMPUS
Location: This district is defined by Nampa Boulevard on the west, the RR corridor
on the north, 4th Avenue South on the east, and 4th Street South to the south.
Character: This area will be characterized by the landscaped setbacks in a park‐like
setting consistent with the Civic Center and City Hall. The district will target larger
professional office complexes
with the amenities of greenbelt,
water features, campus‐like
grounds and larger surface
parking capacity. Its main
features will be:
¾ Campus Character
¾ Large Professional
Offices
¾ Greenbelt
¾ Pathways
¾ Campus Setting
¾ Ground‐floor Retail Serves Offices
¾ No Additional Strip Commercial Development

Civic Campus

If the Civic Campus is to become a reality, immediate action is required. Substantial
undeveloped land in this area could be developed as strip commercial under current
zoning. For a brief period, the City should make development in this district
subject to Conditional Use permitting. This will give the City time to establish new
design guidelines and zoning. Toward this end, the planning team has prepared a
draft set of design guidelines to help speed up the process. These should be further
refined with community and City staff input.
CENTRAL NAMPA REVITALIZATION BLUEPRINT
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Before

After
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Market Niches:
¾ Professional Services: Predominantly a professional services district,
zoning will allow for a degree of mixed use that will serve the needs and
character of an office and civic campus. Businesses with fifty or more
employees will be especially encouraged to locate here. Financial,
investment, real estate, corporate offices, educational/professional training
institutions, and high technology firms will be specifically targeted.
Others that are complementary to these segments will be welcomed as
well.
¾ Government: Offices serving all levels of government and public service
are ideally suited for the Civic District. Government entities with a need
for large motorpools (e.g., service vehicles for public works) should locate
parking areas elsewhere.
¾ Arts & Culture (Focused at the Civic Center):
¾ Education: This segment could include specialty institutes, continuing
education, distance learning and even satellite campuses where traditional
office and classroom space in a campus setting are desirable. Note that in
1900, the world’s information was doubling at a rate of about once each
century. Today, information is doubling every eighteen months. The
need for continuous learning and access to specialty education is
enormous, growing, and will become increasingly intense. Nampa
already can claim education as a solid niche (through the presence of
Northwest Nazarene University, Boise State University West, and other
educational facilities). With growth moving so heavily westward in the
Treasure Valley, Nampa can expand this niche substantially.
¾ Ancillary Retail Services (e.g., Restaurants)
¾ Residential (as a part of Mixed Use Construction of Office Buildings)
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CLASSIC VILLAGE
Location: This district is bounded by 4th Avenue South on the west, the RR corridor
on the north, 10th Avenue South on the east, and 4th Street South to the south.
Character: The Classic Village will be characterized by automotive‐oriented goods
and services, a significant presence of motels and food service establishments, and
entertainment. Nampa is well known for its love of the automobile, especially
classics. With an orientation toward celebrating the automobile, a renaissance may
be possible here. A ‘Hot Rod Café’, car festivals and shows, evening ‘cruises,’
supported by 1940’s‐60’s architectural enhancements could make this transition
district establish an attractive
profile that draws a wide range
of local and regional customers.
Key characteristics of the
Classic Village district are:
¾ Celebrate Auto’s!
City
¾ Enhance Image: ‘Route
Hall
66’
¾ Chrome & Neon
¾ Auto Museum
¾ Classic Auto Events
¾ Entertainment Center: An integrated entertainment center would be very well
suited to Central Nampa and Classic Village markets. Such a facility would
offer family‐oriented activities on a seven‐day a week basis. These activities
could include: Bowling alley, video arcade, food service/concessions, pool,
table games, party room, and movie theatres. Twin Falls, Idaho, Rexburg,
Idaho and Pullman, Washington, are towns in the region that have found
success in drawing people from a large area. Primarily due to the need for

Classic Village
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Sun Beams on Clarkston
Festival’s First Car Show
Lewiston Morning Tribune, August 8,
2004
Most of the rays at this year’s Clarkston Sun
Festival were beaming off the hoods of the 40 hot
rods parked along Sixth Street.
The classic automobiles had been buffed and
shined to perfection Saturday morning for the
downtown festival’s first Sun & Shine Car show.

parking and affordable land, entertainment facilities like these are typically
located in areas like the Classic Village, near the city center but not inside it.
Given Historic Downtown’s parking limitations and infill orientation, this
same approach seems justified here.
Market Niches:
¾ Automotive Goods & Services
¾ Hospitality: Motels, Food & Beverage Service
¾ Entertainment: Bowling, Video Arcade, Theatres, (See discussion on
entertainment center, previous page).
¾ Auto‐oriented Tourism (e.g., Classic Cars Museum) and Retail

Marcy McGee, executive assistant director of the
Clarkston Chamber, says the car show “was a
last-minute idea and it’s just been wonderful. I’m
just thrilled with the turnout.”
While most of the crowd peered inside the
windows of the classic cars, some sauntered
down Sixth Street to the arts and crafts vendors in
Vernon Park.
For the past two years the main attraction of the
Clarkston Sun Festival has been an evening blues
concert. “I think its just as festive,” said one
participant. “I love the cars.”
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Historic Downtown

HISTORIC DOWNTOWN

Downtown Expansion

Depot

Community
Technology
&
Education

Location: This central district is bounded by 10th Avenue South on the
west, the RR corridor on the north, 17th Avenue on the east, and 4th
Street South to the south. The intent to include one block east of 16th
Avenue was to ensure similar treatment of both sides of the 16th Avenue
connector.

Transit
Node

Social Retail

Historic District
Pivot
Block

3rd Ave.

12th St.

Missoula’s
historic
preservation
effort has
been a great
contributor to
its downtown’s
renaissance.
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Character: This is a district to be celebrated as the true center of the
Nampa community. It will continue to be characterized by
Downtown
development that reflects its Victorian architectural heritage. Its
Expansion
primary nature will be that of the community’s social core and business
Office and
center where pedestrians have priority over vehicles. Within this
Residential
Historic Downtown District, the regulatory system will encourage
historic preservation, small business development, ground floor retail,
upper floor office and residences, continuing education, public spaces
designed for festive public use, family‐oriented entertainment, and
food/beverage services. Higher density office and housing
development within the District’s eastern area (east of 14th) will be
encouraged. Improved gateways, internal circulation, parking, wayfinding and
building facades will be high priorities. Major features of the Historic Downtown
will include:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Nampa’s Living Room
Pedestrian Priority
High Pedestrian Amenities
Historic Preservation
Victorian Style
Spaces for Outdoor Events
Year‐round Market
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¾
¾
¾
¾

With so many young families in Nampa,
Downtown needs to provide amenities
that draw this key market
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Ground‐floor Retail
Office and/or Housing in Upper Floors
High Quality Facades
Arts & Culture

A number of specific land use clusters will be emphasized. These include:
¾ Social Retail: Families & Friends. Recent immigrants from other communities
are a very large portion of Nampa’s population. Many of these people work
elsewhere in the Treasure Valley. It is common to hear ‘we‐they’
conversations among long‐term residents and newcomers. This isn’t healthy.
The Historic Downtown can address this schism by becoming a common
gathering place for social, cultural, civic, and entertainment activities. A key
goal is to become so engaging, comfortable and rewarding, that Downtown is
the ‘place to be’ for citizens who appreciate sense of community. Businesses
ideally suited to support this role include: bakeries, soda fountains, ice cream
shops, delicatessens, post office (satellite), art stores, dinner theater,
restaurants, upscale night clubs, ballroom dancing, book stores, coffee shops,
food coop, and a year‐round public market (including farmers’ produce,
plants, baked goods, unusual foods, and high quality local arts and crafts).
Others that offer a variety of specialty goods and services will add to the
flavor of Historic Downtown’s social character. (See Section 5, Economic
conditions, for a discussion of business segments with substantial potential to
grow in Central Nampa.)
¾ Small Business Development. About 80% of America’s job growth comes
from small businesses. Nampa’s Historic Downtown is well suited to
support small business growth. In this concentrated district, a variety of
small spaces, competitive rents, ancillary services, and conveniences (e.g.,
restaurants within walking distance) are readily available. Startup companies
can grow from 1‐person operations to employers of dozens without moving
to another area. The Blueprint outlines a development assistance system to
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make Historic Downtown live up to its potential as a job creation and
business growth center.
¾ Continuing Education & Community Technology Center. A hundred years
ago information doubled about once each century. Today it is doubling every
eighteen months. There is extraordinary demand for continuing education
among people at all age and experience levels. Historic Downtown has the
capacity to host a range of educational facilities, from specialty institutes to a
community technology center. Given Nampa’s large population, such firms
could focus just on serving local clients and do very well. One particular
facility, a community technology center, may be a catalyst for further growth
in this sector. With the city library moving, its current location could become
home to such a center, where access to computer‐aided education, workforce
training, and communication are the central focus. Among the many
potential services that could be provided are:
• Shared telecommunications, computers, and office facilities
• General access to technology and multi‐media information
• Formal and informal training in the use of the technology
• Internet access
• Web and/or email hosting
• Advanced training
• Cultural and intergenerational activities
• Local government information, electronic hearings, meetings
• Other public events
• Tele‐conferencing
• Tele‐medicine
• Information technology consulting services
• Local business support services
• Tele‐work opportunities
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¾ Arts & Culture. Historic Downtown has the capacity to become the
community’s central gathering place for the arts, culture and entertainment.
The Civic Center nearby is an exceptional setting for larger scale events.
Historic Downtown can host smaller performances, dinner theater, and a
wide variety of artists’ media through merchants, the public market, featured
activities in parks, and other creative venues year‐round. The object is
twofold: first, to make the arts, culture and community‐level entertainment
part of the daily lives of Nampa’s citizens; second, to expand Downtown’s
profile as a highly entertaining arts center. To help accomplish this mission, a
new (City) Arts & Heritage Commission is proposed. This Commission and
the process for restarting the Historic Preservation Commission are discussed
further in Section 2, Historic Preservation System and Arts & Heritage
System.
¾ Office/Residential Mix in Upper Floors. While retailing will be focused on
ground floors, office and residential uses will continue to be recruited for
upper floors in existing and new buildings around the Historic Downtown.
¾ Transit NodeÆConnector. A major collaboration among Treasure Valley
government entities is under way to establish a mass transit system along rail
corridors. While timing is unclear, it is very likely that Central Nampa will
become a major transit node as part of this effort. This represents an
important opportunity to infuse new economic vitality into the city center
and to strengthen office, commercial and residential development potential
here. A specific block in the Historic Downtown appears particularly well
suited to host a transit node. Further research is needed but planning
strategically now will enhance the city’s capacity to make the most of this
opportunity. (See Transit Village for additional discussion on this issue.)
The Blueprint calls for enhancing the system of open spaces and pathways in
Central Nampa, especially in the Historic Downtown. Open spaces will be tapped
continually for a variety of outdoor arts, culture, social and other festive/educational
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Historic Downtown

Public
Market
Mural
Wall Street
Park
Extension
Fountain
Park

activities. Enhancing the parks to be more in tune with local markets (e.g., young
families and seniors) will work to draw citizens more regularly to the city center.
Public art, emphasizing Nampa’s heritage, will be installed in a variety of ways and
places using different media to make the district both playful and rewarding.
Vertical icons that reinforce a highly managed image of heritage and quality will be
located in key areas (see the stars in map at left). Over time, the successful Wall
Street alleyway improvement will be extended to 2nd Avenue. This helps adaptively
(and profitably) reuse excess space in older buildings constructed for an era that
required large backspace for inventories. It will also contribute to the unique
character and drawing power of Historic Downtown as a whole.
Infill will be an ongoing theme for this core district. Key recommended
improvements will include:
¾ Year‐round Public Market: While summer is a great time for an outdoor
farmers market, many market‐oriented ventures could be conducted indoors
year‐round. A market building could house specialty foods outlets, a wine
shop (focused on nearby wineries), a bakery, butcher shop, and even a
commercial kitchen to help entrepreneurs create and test new products.
¾

Downtown Associations
are the single largest
owner-group of farmers
markets. The festive
environment is a great
place to grow
businesses while
building community, no
matter how simple or
sophisticated.
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We are the leading educator of
students in the creative and applied
arts, including design, media, fashion,
and culinary programs. There are 31
Art Institutes located in major cities
across North America, and we’ve
graduated over 125,000 students.
The Art Institutes awards master's
degrees, bachelor’s degrees,
associate’s degrees, and non-degree
programs.
Our nationwide programs are in cities
as diverse as New York City and
York, Pennsylvania (population
40,000).
http://www.artinstitutes.edu/home.asp

Fort Worth’s public market is
integrated with its rail station. The
combination has benefited both.
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¾ Culinary Institute: Nampa is known for its farming and ranching roots. The
community could tap this heritage by bringing in a culinary institute.
Linking education with commerce, the institute could provide interns and
highly qualified chefs to local food service establishments. Students and
faculty would infuse energy into the city center on a daily basis as customers,
advocates and even residents.
¾ Arts & Culture: All over the U.S., the arts are big business. People love and
need to be entertained; Historic Downtown can become a high visibility home
for this community‐oriented demand. Historic Downtown advocates will
strive to build its reputation as a regional center for the arts. The Majestic
Theatre is a great example of the possibilities that lie in this arena for business
development. In a more informal way, the Public Market and regular
festivals can be venues for the arts as well.
¾ Depot Museum Enhancements: The Depot Museum is a remarkable facility
with potential to draw even more visitors. Integrated with the Public Market,
the Museum could host a variety of events touting Nampa’s heritage. Rail
cars already on the property could be complemented by a flat car that could
become a stage for outdoor events and a box car that could store materials
related to festive and market activities.
¾ Arts Institute: As with the culinary institute, an arts institute could tap
demand for specialty education while complementing Central Nampa’s
strategic development program. For an example of a highly successful target
recruit, see “Ai The Art Institutes” at left.
¾ City Pivot Block: Civic buildings on the Pivot Block are inconsistent with the
urban and Victorian architecture of the Historic Downtown. Their mass and
placement also block any view of the Downtown from the strategic 3rd
Avenue gateway. Ideally, these civic buildings should be replaced (or
possibly redesigned) to create a strong urban gateway to the city center. If a
new structure were built, the City should consider additional space for
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professional offices that could become leasing tenants. Higher density will
bring in more downtown employees (i.e., customers) and will provide the
City with future room for growth within the same building.
¾ Retail+Residential/Office Above: Several locations around Historic
Downtown would be well suited for mixed use buildings that tap the high
level of amenity offered by the city center. As the Downtown’s image
improves, it can become the address of choice for small businesses and a great
place to live for those who enjoy an urban lifestyle.
Market Niches:
¾ Specialty Retail (See Section 5, Economic conditions)
¾ Professional Services (Small Business)
¾ Food & Beverage
¾ Arts & Culture
¾ Entertainment
¾ Health (especially Physicians Offices, Fitness and Wellness)
¾ Value‐added Agriculture (especially Farmers Market)
¾ Heritage Tourism
¾ Residential
¾ Civic
A downtown that is a great place to
live will be a great place to visit.
¾ Education

Each of these buildings is a
combination of retail, residential
and office space. Citizens are
coming back downtown to live,
work, shop, learn and play.
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Transit Village

TRANSIT VILLAGE
Location: This district is generally defined by 10th Avenue South on
the west, Franklin and Garrity Boulevards on the north, 17th Avenue
on the east, and 7th Street South to the south. The district surrounds
the Historic Downtown and will be highly connected to it via
arterials, pathways, transit and lifestyle.

Transit
Depot

Character: The Transit Village will be a high amenity set of
neighborhoods connected to Historic Downtown, Nampa and the
region by a multi‐modal transportation system. Single family
residences will be welcome, though a key goal is to provide a
broader range of residential opportunities, affordability, safety, and
strong sense of community. Walking and biking will be rewarded
with a system of pathways and open spaces enhanced by the
presence of Indian Creek and new water amenities (e.g., ponds and
fountains) that tap this waterway. Embracing the principles of new
urbanism, this district will become an icon for neighborhood
development in a region prone to sprawl. Key traits of the Transit
Village will be:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
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Transit & Retail Conveniences Within Walking Distance
High Public Amenities
Pathway System
Active, Family Open Spaces
Strong Links to Downtown
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¾
¾
¾
¾

Market Niches:
Residential: Young families; Seniors
Neighborhood Commercial
Education (especially Neighborhood Schools)
Multi‐modal Transportation Network

“If you want people to
be neighbors, build that
way.”
Andrew Cuomo

Residents in the Transit Village will have a
variety of relatively dense housing opportunities
in a high amenity district devoted to building
sense of community. The nearby transit hub
will conveniently connect people to the rest of
Nampa and the entire Treasure Valley.
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BOULEVARDS

Boulevards

Development along four key arterials in Central Nampa will be
guided over time to create refined urban boulevards from what is
now primarily weak strip commercial. The two most important
arterials are 11th Street and 3rd Avenue, per the figure at left.
Together, these are the spine of circulation through the city
center; their character heavily defines that of Central Nampa as a
whole.
Infill regulations are needed to bring new, higher density
construction up to the street, as illustrated in the before‐and‐after
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 on the next page. Streetscapes, bike lanes,
lighting and other improvements also will greatly enhance the
overall quality and character of these corridors. The goal is to
establish these boulevards as remarkable places and the preferred address for
Nampa’s business community. Over time, there may be a private sector inclination
to expand the Boulevard concept to 12ths Street South and 2nd Avenue. The Classic
Village, whose long‐term identity is yet to be defined, would be well suited for it.
The Civic Campus, however, will be setback by design.
Key elements of the Boulevard system are:
¾ Urban Infill on Key Boulevards
¾ Evolutionary
¾ Mixed Use (Retail, Commercial, Office, Arts, Entertainment, Residential)
¾ Pedestrian‐Friendly
¾ Bike‐Friendly
¾ Parking at Rear of Buildings
¾ Strategic Streetscapes (per Figures 2.3 and 2.4)
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Figures 2.3 (Above) and 2.4 (to the Right).
Examples of Strategic Infill: Density Combined
with Quality Result in a Stronger Economy,
Enhanced Livability and Increased Property

Nampa’s boulevards should be
celebrated corridors. They are generous public
avenues wide enough to accommodate
pedestrians and vehicles, parked and in‐transit.
Equally, boulevards are prime locations for
commerce and high quality living. Essentially,
the boulevard character expresses the grandness
of the communityʹs vision for itself through its
buildings, streetscapes, public art and the very
corridor itself.
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Section 3: Key Projects
Contents:
¾ Organization
• Public‐Private Partnership
• Professional Management
• Historic Preservation Commission
• Arts & Heritage Commission
• Urban Renewal District
¾ Physical Improvements
• Gateways
• Wayfinding and Signage
• Circulation
• Parking
• Infrastructure
¾ Business Development
• Business Retention and Recruitment
• Mixed Use Library
In this section, key projects that require substantial explanation and/or graphic
details are presented in three general categories: Organization; Physical
Improvements; Business Development. Where appropriate, budgets have been
estimated, noted and detailed in the Budget Subsection in Section 6, Support.
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Organization
No plan can hope to be successful without a well‐organized team to implement and
manage it. The Central Nampa Revitalization Blueprint relies upon five key
elements to become reality:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Public‐Private Partnership
Professional Management
Historic Preservation Commission & System
Arts & Heritage Commission
Urban Renewal District

PUBLIC‐PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
The most critical ingredient to the Blueprint’s success is a collaboration between the
City and the private sector, especially the Nampa Downtown Association. These
entities need to adopt the Blueprint and integrate both its principles and activities
into their operating plans. The City should then form an implementation team to
initiate Blueprint projects. This team should be considered an interim organization
until a more formal system is put in place. The Blueprint calls for creation of a
Central Nampa Urban Renewal Agency that would eventually replace the team.
Urban Renewal will work in concert with the Downtown Association, Historic
Preservation Commission and Arts & Heritage Commission to guide Blueprint
programming.
The implementation team should include 7‐9 people. Its membership should be
composed of representatives from the City (Community Development, Public
Works, City Council), Downtown Association (officers), Chamber of Commerce,
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Historic Preservation Commission, and Arts & Heritage Commission. Some with
substantial familiarity with the Farmers Market also should be engaged.
The implementation team will be in place for most or all of the first phase (two
years) of the Blueprint campaign. Once an Urban Renewal Agency is established, it
can twilight.
The implementation team should report to a City department head (per Figure 3.1).
Community Development is a great candidate due to its central role in creation of
the Blueprint. The implementation team should have a Chair, Vice Chair, and
Secretary (to ensure minutes are kept at meetings). Since it will have no budgetary
authority, it does not need a Treasurer. The Chair should be appointed by City
Council, which should approve all postings to membership.
The primary purposes of the team are to:
¾ Coordinate implementation of Phase 1 actions
¾ Establish volunteer committees to assist in implementation
¾ Build partnerships and collaborations to enhance implementation
¾ Oversee communication efforts to promote the Blueprint program to markets,
developers, resource entities and the community as a whole
¾ Report on progress to the City, Downtown Association and other partnering
entities
¾ Advise the City’s Department Head on Blueprint programming, including
the activities of a professional executive (see next subsection) who will be
hired to manage day‐to‐day Blueprint implementation. Once an executive is
hired, committees will report to the executive.
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Figure 3.1: Recommended Blueprint Implementation Organization Chart

Nampa
Downtown
Association

City Council

City Dept.
Head
Implementation
Team
Executive
Director

Economic
Restructuring

Design

Promotion

Organization

(Standing Committees)
PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT
Revitalization is a sophisticated process that requires professional management.
Around the U.S., over 1600 downtown revitalization programs have professional
managers in towns as small as 200. While a number of Blueprint actions can be
accomplished with existing staff and volunteers, there is a substantial need for
professional leadership (hereafter, an ‘executive’).
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Initially, it is recommended that the City provide half‐time funding for the
executive, ideally a City employee. This funding would be complemented by an
investment from the Nampa Downtown Association (NDA) that would cover the
other half of the executive’s pay. During Phase 1 (the first two years of the
program), the Executive would spend half time on Central Nampa Blueprint
activities and half time specifically focused on Historic Downtown and the
Downtown Association’s programming needs. Office space and administrative
expenses in similar collaborations are typically covered by the Downtown
Association; this could be negotiated between the City and the NDA. The key issue
here is that NDA has funding for a half‐time person and that the City truly needs
professional staffing to ensure Blueprint success. By combining resources, both
entities would get more than they can currently afford – an ideal match.
Sometime during Phase 2 (Years 3 and 4) or Phase 3 (Years 5 and 6), the City will be
ready to initiate an Urban Renewal District for Central Nampa. Once the District is
established, the executive should report to the Urban Renewal Agency. Funding for
the executive should be available from Urban Renewal revenues. The City and
NDA would then focus their staffing budget on implementation of other elements of
the Blueprint program.
A recommended job description for the Executive is provided in the Support Section
of the Blueprint report.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
A six‐point historic preservation system is recommended to enhance this key set of
Central Nampa assets: restoration of the Historic Preservation Commission;
attainment of Certified Local Government status; adoption of building codes that
support preservation investment; expansion of the historic district; initiation of a
façade improvement loan program; creation of a design assistance team.
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Historic preservation makes good economic sense. A study done by the Center for
Urban Policy Research illustrates a number of substantial economic benefits from
preservation activities. The study examined historic rehabilitation, heritage tourism,
National Main Street Programs, museums, grants and tax incentive programs, and
historic districts. Overall, more than 123,000 jobs were generated in Florida (the case
study state) from historic preservation activities during 2000. The major areas of job
creation include the manufacturing sector, retail trade sector, services sector, and
construction sector. Florida’s state and local governments benefited from increased
tax revenues, a part of which were reinvested back to the community as
preservation and rehabilitation grants. Statewide Main Street programs and historic
preservation programs contributed significantly to property values. A commitment
to historic preservation in Nampa will not only benefit future generations’ link to
their past but will serve the community today by enhancing property values,
creating jobs and strengthening the city center’s attractiveness to markets.

Historic Downtown Nampa contains a rich
fabric of historic buildings. While many
are well maintained, there is a substantial
need for an expanded historic
preservation effort.

Nampaʹs recent designation as an Idaho Heritage City is an important step for the
city in defining Historic Preservation as a priority. While significant progress
toward preserving Nampaʹs rich cultural heritage has been made, the historic
preservation system needs to be enhanced to help accomplish Downtown
Revitalization Blueprint programs.
In the last two decades, the Nampa community has been successful in submitting a
number of important buildings to be placed on the National Register of Historic
Places. According to the National Register Information System, 14 buildings and one
two‐block district are currently registered. An additional 32 special sites with
historic significance, listed in the Support Section of the Blueprint report, have
potential for national registration. The City should encourage owners of these sites
to consider them for nomination to the National Register. Aside from honorable
recognition of historic value to the community, benefits of being listed on the
National Register include:
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•
•
•

Consideration in planning for Federal, federally licensed, and federally
assisted projects;
Eligibility for certain tax provisions, particularly tax credits for most
renovation and restoration costs;
Qualification for Federal grants for historic preservation, when funds are
available.

Currently, Nampaʹs historic preservation commission is inactive. It was created by
ordinance in 1988 during Nampa’s Centennial. As soon as possible the Mayor
should appoint a new Historic Preservation Commission Board of five to nine
qualified members. All commission members should have a demonstrated interest,
competence, or knowledge of historic preservation. At least two of the Commission
members should have a more substantial or professional background in architecture,
history, architectural history, planning, archaeology, or other historic preservation‐
related disciplines such as urban planning. The new board may then register the
City of Nampa as a Certified Local Government (CLG) with the State Historic
Preservation Office.
The City of Nampa has already met most of the minimum requirements to be a
CLG. Once a formal Historic Preservation Commission is in place, only a few details
are left for the Nampa community to be eligible for annual funding from the
National Parks Service as well as eligibility for other grants that only go to CLG’s.
The CLG Program Booklet lists the five steps for completing the CLG application.
Items 1, 3 and 4 are provided in the booklet as forms to be filled out by the
qualifying government.
1. One copy of Signed Request for Certification/Letter of Assurance signed by the
chief local elected official.
2. One copy of local ordinance establishing the local historic preservation
commission (HPC).
3. One copy of HPC Members List and resumes of each commission member.
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4. Two copies of Certification Agreement each signed by the chief local elected
official.
5. Supplemental information. One copy each of all local ordinances,
preservation plans, resolutions, and summary of survey program (outlining
past, present, and proposed survey efforts) already in place which deal with
historic preservation issues.
CLG Coordinator, Ann Swanson with SHPO, is available to assist the community
with the CLG Application and other supplemental grant applications. This year’s
deadline for CLG Grant Applications is September 30, 2004. According to Ms.
Swanson, the community could conceivably submit the paperwork for establishing
Nampa as a CLG while simultaneously working on a grant application for the
September 30 deadline. Immediate action toward CLG status and application to the
National Park Service for additional grant funding for an Historic Program in
Nampa is highly recommended.
Based on interviews with local leaders on the topic of historic preservation and
consulting successful Historic Preservation Commissions, the following priorities
should be considered for Nampa’s new Historic Preservation Commission:
Complete application process to be a Certified Local Government – as outlined
above, completion of the Certified Local Government program will give
Nampa’s new Historic Preservation Commission an automatic advantage for
state historic preservation funds.
Adopt agreed upon mission and action plan for Historic Preservation Commission –
A general mission statement and statement of responsibilities for the Historic
Preservation Commission might read as follows:
“The mission of the Nampa Historic Preservation Commission is
twofold. First, it shall promote, facilitate and encourage enforcement
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of the historic preservation‐related regulations laws of the State of
Idaho and the City of Nampa. Second, it shall promote the protection
and enhancement of buildings, structures and land of special historic,
aesthetic or architectural significance in the interest of the educational,
cultural, economic and general welfare of the community of Nampa.”
Commission responsibilities should include but are not limited to:
¾ Administer the Cityʹs Historic Preservation program and advises
the Planning and Zoning Commission and City Council on matters
relating to Historic Preservation.
¾ Accept and review applications for designation of local historic
landmarks and historic districts.
¾ Recommend designation to Planning and Zoning Commission and
City Council.
¾ Plan for Historic Preservation in the community.
¾ Educate the community on historic preservation.
Initiate Code change request to adopt IEBC and UCADB – Adoption of
International Existing Building Code (IEBC) and the Uniform Code for Abatement
of Dangerous Buildings (UCADB) is an essential step to preserve Nampa’s
historic structures. The IEBC, prepared by the International Code Council
(ICC), contains guidelines that aid in improving and upgrading existing
buildings to conserve resources and building history while achieving
appropriate levels of safety. The UCADB covers the repair, vacation or
demolition of dangerous buildings; this code is compatible with the
International Building Code. Note that the ICC does not yet have an
“International Code for the Abatement of Dangerous Buildings.” It
recommends that until such time as this code is established, communities
should adopt and use UCADB.
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Expand Central Nampa Historic District Boundaries ‐
The Historic District should include as many of
the significant historic buildings in Central
Nampa that may serve to benefit from being in an
Historic District. Figure 3.2 outlines possible
district expansion boundaries. Structures in an
Historic District are eligible for Preservation and
Rehabilitation Tax‐Credits (such as a 20% tax‐
credit on rehabilitation or preservation costs).
See the Historic Preservation Services Tax
Incentives link below for details. A campaign
geared toward incentives for property owners to
maintain and improve their property within the
Historic District will bring added daily business
and increased property values for all.

Figure 3.2: Historic Downtown Historic Places Map

Promote and market assets and values of Central
Nampa Historic District – Use of an informational
brochure or walking tour could serve to as a way
to advertise the historic assets of Nampa in an
attractive way. The State Historic Preservation
Office can assist the community in identifying
easily obtainable funds to put together such a
brochure.

Implement Façade Renovation program with Sage – Communities of Nampa’s size
commonly have loan pool programs capitalized at a level of $1 million or
more to support revitalization efforts. Currently, Nampa does not have any
such program. However, buried within the existing revolving loan fund
(RLF) available though SAGE is an opportunity to obtain low interest
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Features
Max Loan Ammount
Max Term of Loan
Required Equity
Bank Supplement
Must Create or Retain Jobs
Type of Projects Allowable
Real Estate
Inventory
Equipment
Capital Improvements
Fixtures

Revolving Loan
Fund (RLF)
n/a
7-20 Years
10%
70%

•

Micro Loan
Program
$35,000
6 Years
n/a
n/a

•
•
•

•
•

Table 3.1: SAGE Community Resources
Development Finance Programs

Community
Reinvestment
Fund (CRF)
Over $100,000
n/a
n/a
n/a

•

•
•
•
•
•

financing for façade renovation. A summary of Development
Finance Programs offered through SAGE are compared in Table 3.1
(next page). The language of the RLF program does not specifically
indicate façade renovation projects and comes with a directive to
create jobs. A dedicated façade renovation program would ease the
obscurity of opportunities within the existing RLF and encourage
property owners to take the steps to improve their investment while
contributing to the urban fabric of Central Nampa. Note that loans
should only be approved for projects that are approved by the
architectural design assistance team (see Arts & Heritage
Commission below). This will avoid loans going to projects that
detract from Central Nampa’s Blueprint priorities.

In the event that the Sage Loan Pool programs turn out to be inadequate for
any reason, the City and its partners should consider creation of a Central
Nampa Loan Pool specifically linked to the Blueprint program. The
Community Reinvestment Act provides incentives to financial institutions to
create revitalization tools such as a redevelopment loan pool. It is likely that
Nampa area financial institutions would be open to the idea of creating a loan
pool such as recommended here. Toward this end, a draft organizational
framework is presented in the Support Section. It is recommended that City
representatives meet with local financial institution leaders in the near future
to discuss this option. (As additional support for this program a sample Loan
Application has also been prepared and is available in the Support Section.)
Collaborate with program to install interpretive signs in the historic core –
Interpretive kiosks and signage are defined later in this Section under
Wayfinding & Signage. The Historic Preservation Commission should play a
part in identifying significant landmarks in Nampa and why they should be
noted.
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Offer guidance to property and business owners in the form of technical assistance –
Technical assistance and historical expertise are available to entities interested
in historic preservation through the Idaho State Historical Society. The
Historic Preservation Commission should serve as a conduit to this entity as
well as to the State Historic Preservation Office and Idaho Heritage
Foundation.
Continue to obtain Heritage City qualifications – The City of Nampa has already
completed seven of 14 criteria to become an Idaho Heritage City. The City
recently received a plaque for completing the minimum requirements.
Efforts to complete all requirements should be guided by the Commission.
For more information about Historic preservation the following links offer guidance
in a number of areas from registering Historic Buildings and Places to obtaining
capital improvement funds:
¾ http://www2.cr.nps.gov/, Historic Preservation Services
¾ http://www2.cr.nps.gov/tps/tax/brochure2.htm, Tax Incentives
¾ http://www.cr.nps.gov/nr/, National Register of Historic Places
¾ http://www.achp.gov/, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
¾ http://www.nthp.org/, National Trust for Historic Preservation
¾ http://www.idahohistory.net/shpo.html, Idaho State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO)
¾ http://www.idcomfdn.org/, Idaho Community Foundation
¾ http://www.idahohistory.net/, Idaho State Historical Society
¾ www.itd.idaho.gov/planning/reports/enhancement/EnhancementProgram.ht
ml, Idaho Transportation Department – Idaho Enhancement Program
¾ http://www.preservationidaho.org/, Idaho Historic Preservation Council
¾ http://www.idahoheritage.org/ – Idaho Heritage Trust
¾ http://www.mainst.org/ – National Main Street Center
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ARTS & HERITAGE COMMISSION
Arts and heritage are an important part of Nampa’s culture. An Arts and Heritage
Commission could provide access to the arts and community heritage particularly
for families, and promote the educational value of the arts and heritage through
schools and throughout the entire community. Whether for life‐long citizens,
returning residents or visitors passing through, access to arts and heritage activities
is important in the memories created by an event or display tied to Nampa’s unique
culture.
According to the book, 100 Best Small Art Towns in America, there are no qualifying
‘Art’ communities in Southern Idaho. This does not mean art is not important to
those communities, it just means there is a niche to be filled. For a community over
60,000 in population, Nampa should at least have a local agency that oversees and
coordinates arts and heritage events and amenities. The following priorities should
be adopted for creation and operation of Nampa’s new Arts & Heritage
Commission:
City Council Resolution to Create Commission – The Nampa City Council will first
have to approve and pass a resolution to create an Arts and Heritage
Commission to promote and enhance arts and heritage activities in Nampa.
Appoint Commissioners – Once a resolution is passed, the mayor and Council
should nominate and accept applications for commissioners. Approval of
commissioners will be based on arts/heritage qualifications and need for a
variety of backgrounds to provide broad organizational perspective. The
commission should consist of between three and fifteen people (ideally 7‐11).
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Adopt agreed upon mission and action plan for Arts & Heritage Commission – A
general mission statement and purpose for the Arts & Heritage Commission
reads as follows:
“Provide leadership in establishing cultural opportunities and arts education.
Improve the quality of life and enhance the aesthetic environment. Promote
Nampa as a center for great arts.”
“The Arts & Heritage Commission is committed to the following purposes:
¾ To support successful collaborations between the Arts & Heritage
Commission, business community, service groups, schools, arts
patrons and artists for optimum utilization of artistic resources and
talents.
¾ To develop the cultural climate of Nampa, enhance the communityʹs
image, and support the growth of the local economy.
¾ To promote awareness of the arts as a vital part of our cultural heritage
and our contemporary lives.
¾ To provide access for all citizens to the regionʹs best performing,
literary and visual artists.
¾ To infuse the arts into Central Nampa’s open spaces, streetscapes and
public places.
¾ To emphasize and promote Nampa’s rich cultural heritage in order to
enhance sense of community and preserve the traditions that make
Nampa unique.”
Establish architectural design assistance program – A design assistance program
should be considered for local property owners. The goal of such a program
should be to offer pre‐planning advice to property owners within the Central
Nampa Districts. The consultation council should consist of expertise in the
fields of Architecture, Graphic Design, Landscape Architecture, Structural
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Engineering and/or Historic Preservation to advise local property owners
prior to hiring an architect or contractor to do substantial design or
alterations to property. The nature of consultation shall be in the form of
façade treatments, structural reinforcement, cosmetic enhancements and
landscaping recommendations.
Initiate Fundraising Program – An Arts & Heritage Commission will need a
proactive fundraising program. Fundraising happens at multiple levels. The
Nampa Arts & Heritage Commission should seek reliable annual revenue
sources as well as continuous solicitation of support from the local
community and State and Federal funds as available. Local contributions are
important for matching support dollars and in‐kind contributions. Below is a
list of organizations and links that regularly fund Arts, Heritage and
Humanity Projects.
• http://www.arts.gov/grants/apply/ National Endowment for the Arts
• http://www.neh.gov/grants/ National Endowment for the Humanities
• http://www.imls.gov/grants/ Institute of Museum and Library Services
• http://www.woodrow.org/about/goals.html Woodrow Wilson
National Fellowship Foundation
Expand Farmer’s Market – The farmer’s market is an already established event
in Nampa that has the potential to expand in size and variety of activity.
Expansion of the market not only is a draw to area consumers and a
promotion for Central Nampa but will also provide an avenue for local
entrepreneurs to test and market local products and services. More than just
growers can inexpensively sell at the market. Entrepreneurs from start‐up
food services to arts, crafts and entertainment will be attracted to the
opportunities of a successful market. In short, the larger and more diverse
the market, the greater quantity and more diverse number of local
entrepreneurial ventures will have a chance to start a healthy business each
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season. Through the Farmer’s Market, the Arts & Heritage Commission will
have an opportunity to substantially contribute to the Economic
Development of Nampa in the form of growing local businesses.
Most public markets around the U.S. have focused in areas immediately
adjacent to, but not on key retail streets. The current market configuration in
Nampa creates conflicts between the market and storefront merchants. What
should be a highly complementary relationship is heading toward increased
friction. Starting in the 2005 season, the market area should be focused along
Front Street, especially in the north end of the public parking lot between 12th
and 13th Streets.
Over time, a year‐round market building should be constructed in this
general area, perhaps as far east as the next block. Land between the railroad
and Front Street could be redesigned to accommodate a variety of market
activities, from parking to space for vendors or entertainment. The historic
rail cars could be expanded to include a flat car that could double as a stage
for public events and a box car that could provide market storage.
Expand on Local Seasonal Festivals and Events – As the market is enhanced as a
more significant weekly festival, it will set the stage for other festivals that
may occur on an annual or bi‐annual basis. The new Arts & Heritage
Commission should have a hand in coordination of festivals or provide access
in the form of advice and policy management to local organizations wishing
to sponsor public events. Awareness education of the depot architecture via
a Victorian festival or a revival of the Eagle Parade in Nampa, where men
rode down the street in wheel barrels, are a few ways to celebrate Nampa’s
heritage. Below is a list of other successful themed festivals the Arts &
Heritage Commission could coordinate or support in the evolution phase:
¾ Invitational Art Exhibition
¾ Sculpture in the Park
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¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Antique Car Show
Folk Art Show
American Film & Culture Festival
Country/Blues/Classic Rock Music Festival
Summer Concert Series
Boxcar/Anything with Wheels Racing Championship
A Taste of Nampa Food Festival
Children’s Dance Festival

The important things to remember in organizing a festival is that it should
reflect Nampa’s history and current interests, include local talent, arts, and
cultural resources, and educate or entertain participants.
Resources:
¾ http://www.artsmarketing.org/ Arts Marketing.org
¾ http://www.artsandbusiness.org/ Arts and Business Council
¾ http://www2.state.id.us/arts/ Idaho Commission on the Arts
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The Process for Creating an Urban Renewal District: Step 1
The first step in the planning process is to determine which areas
are to be considered for urban renewal. These areas must meet
the requirements of Idaho Code 50-2018, which defines an “urban
renewal area” as “a deteriorated or a deteriorating area”
designated by the local governing body (City Council or County
Commission) as appropriate for urban renewal projects.
Deteriorating areas may be distinguished by the following
characteristics:
Deteriorating structures.
Defective or inadequate street layout.
Faulty lot layout in relation to size, adequacy, accessibility or
usefulness.
Unsafe or unsanitary conditions.
Deterioration of site or other improvements.
Diversity of ownership.
Tax or special assessment delinquency exceeding the fair value of
the land.
Defective or unusual conditions
Existence of conditions that endanger life or property by fire and
other causes.
Any combination of factors that substantially impairs or arrests the
sound growth of the city.
Retards the provision of housing.
Constitutes an economic or social liability.
Is a menace to public health, safety, morals or welfare in its
present condition and use.
In determining the areas for urban renewal, officials will want to
keep in mind that under Idaho Code 50-2903, the area or areas
selected for revenue allocation financing may not exceed 10
percent of the current assessed valuation of taxable property
within the jurisdiction. For example, if the total assessed value of
taxable property in the city of Alturas is $500,000,000, the
maximum assessed market value of the revenue allocation area is
$50,000,000. Local officials must carefully examine the records of
the county assessor in determining the boundaries of the revenue
allocation area.
Source: Idaho Dept. of Commerce
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URBAN RENEWAL DISTRICT
Idaho offers relatively few tools for local economic development.
One that is particularly strong and well suited for the Central
Nampa Blueprint program is creation of an Urban Renewal
District. This step enables communities to tap a funding
mechanism to make physical improvements necessary to draw
and/or sustain desirable economic development. While Urban
Renewal Districts are not always the right tool for revitalization,
Nampa appears to be an ideal candidate.
The Idaho Department of Commerce introduces Urban Renewal
Districts as follows:
With the passage of the Local Economic Development Act in 1988, the Idaho
legislature authorized the use of revenue allocation (or tax increment)
financing for urban renewal agencies and competitively disadvantaged border
communities. Tax increment financing is a popular method of financing
improvements for urban renewal and economic development. When a
revenue allocation area is formed, the county assessor establishes the current
value for property in the area (referred to as the “base” value). Over time,
public and private investment in the area causes property values to increase.
This increase over the base value is referred to as the “increment,” and the
property tax revenues generated by the increment are shared by the urban
renewal agency and the school district.
Smart Towns: A Guide To Public Finance Strategies
http://www.idoc.state.id.us/idcomm/comdev/finance.html

The ‘increment’ is available to fund a wide variety of
revitalization projects, from infrastructure improvements to
hiring professional staff. Under the right conditions, the
increment can be used as the source of payment for public bonds.
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This makes larger scale projects affordable. In the current era of very low interest
rates, urban renewal and revenue allocation programs can infuse tremendous
momentum in redevelopment at very low cost.
The City should prepare an Urban Renewal plan for Central Nampa as soon as
possible. This plan should identify target projects and costs, then compare these to
anticipated revenues from within a well defined District boundary. Subject to
feasibility (which is fairly certain), the City should build a communication program
to introduce its intent and the Urban Renewal tools to the public. Public good will is
important. Unfortunately, some cities neglect the need to inform the public about
the relative merits of this program. Citizens can become confused and often believe
that it will result in increased taxes. Ill informed reaction has led a number of towns
to drop this important tool from further consideration.
Once the Urban Renewal District is in place, the Executive Director for Central
Nampa redevelopment (see Professional Management) should probably report to
the Urban Renewal Agency Board of Directors.
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Physical Improvements
GATEWAYS
How do visitors know when they have arrived in Central Nampa? A sense of
arrival is critical in building excitement and awareness that you are in a special
place. Visual clues and signs tell drivers where to pull over and park when they are
in walking distance of shopping, a place for general or governmental business, or
near a festival area. This not only
eases traffic congestion during
peak traffic times but creates a
sense of comfort for visitors who
will likely want to return.
Figure 3.3 at left shows
appropriate locations for gateways
and wayfinding signs. The
gateways should target both to‐
and through‐traffic on the high
profile routes through Central
Nampa. Figure 3.4 focuses on
Central Nampa’s Downtown Core
identifying placement of gateways,
wayfinding signs and kiosks.

Figure 3.3: Central Nampa Recommended Gateways*
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The gateways will fall into one of three categories: 1) Primary, 2) Secondary and 3)
Tertiary. Each type of gateway will serve a unique purpose and will be
accompanied by appropriate directional signage. Gateways should increase in
transitional appearance as they go from tertiary to primary thresholds. The tertiary
gateways should be
located at the edges of
Central Nampa along
the primary vehicular
routes where traffic
enters into the Central
Business District.
Figure 3.4 shows the
location of tertiary
gateways at the
following locations:

Figure 3.4: Central Nampa Downtown Core Recommended Gateways*
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Figure 3.5: Sample Tertiary Gateway Sign

Primary
Gateway

¾ 11th Avenue North after Franklin and Garrity Boulevards – oriented
toward southwest‐bound traffic
¾ 3rd Street South after 1st Avenue South – oriented toward southeast‐bound
traffic
¾ 12th Avenue South after 4th Street South – oriented toward northeast‐
bound traffic
¾ 1st and 2nd Streets South after 16th Avenue South – oriented toward
northwest‐bound traffic coming southwest on 16th Avenue South
In these cases gateway could be as simple as a
welcome sign with the slogan “Central Nampa
Welcomes You ‐Growing Business; Building
Community.” (See Figure 3.5.) Essentially, the
visitor should know they have arrived in a
friendly place with the capacity to serve their
needs.

Once the tertiary threshold is crossed the
character of the streetscapes should become
more pedestrian oriented and create a clear
Secondary
Gateway
sense that convenient parking is nearby. The
secondary gateways will be more ornate and
celebratory by nature with the ability to display
attractive signage. An example of the secondary
gateway design is displayed in Figure 3.6. The
finials at the tops are meant to reflect the
Victorian style of the historic depot. Placement
Figure 3.6: Secondary & Primary Gateways in Central Nampa’s Core
of the secondary and primary gateways will
logically follow the vehicular route set by the signage and tertiary gateways. They
will increase as marketing and promotion of key districts increases. The Downtown
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district being the primary historic district will be the ‘there’ place in
Central Nampa. As illustrated on Figure 3.6, secondary gateways
will be placed over key intersections as follows:
¾ 11th Avenue North over the underpass for the Shortline
Railroad – oriented toward southeast‐bound traffic

Figure 3.7: Electronic Reader Board as a Gateway to
Nampa’s Downtown Core

¾ 3rd Street South after 11th Avenue South – oriented toward
southeast‐bound traffic
¾ 12th Avenue South after 3rd Street South – oriented toward
northeast‐bound traffic
¾ 1st and 2nd Streets South after 14th Avenue South – oriented
toward northwest‐bound traffic

Figure 3.8: Sample Primary Gateway

With the exception of the 11th Avenue North gateway, all secondary
gateways should create an historic charm representative of
Nampa’s history. The 11th Avenue North gateway will need to give
more information as it is in an area that is physically still different
from downtown but still close. It will serve to slightly faster
moving vehicles and must prepare drivers for turning vehicles into
downtown on 1st and 3rd Streets South. In this case, an electronic
reader board over the Underpass (similar to Figure 3.7) will
welcome visitors, announce local events and boast Nampa’s
victories. The reader board should be seen from a distance of at
least 200 feet (preferably more) giving the driver adequate time to
read the message. Such a sign, can be obtained through a variety of
companies (e.g. Tek Solutions http://www.teksolutionsllc.com/) for
a reasonable cost between $8000‐$15,000 depending on size,
features and installation.
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The primary gateways will already be on the inside boundary of the Historic
District. Like the secondary gateways they will reflect Nampa’s Historic District and
hold festive banners or flags that can be alternated seasonally. A concept illustration
of the primary gateway is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The primary gateways will
symbolize entrance into the main shopping and festival area. They should convey a
message to traffic of pedestrian priority and slower speeds. In the design at left, the
arch spanning the street mimics the roof line of the depot and creates a festive place
to hang welcoming signs or banners. The key locations for the primary gateways
are as follows:
•
•

1st Street South after 11th Avenue South – oriented toward southeast‐bound
traffic and vehicles turning into downtown from the 11th Avenue underpass
12th Avenue South after 2nd Street South – oriented toward northeast‐bound
traffic

The gateways on 12th Avenue are particularly appropriate primarily due to the
volumes of traffic 12th Avenue carries each day. Also, from a ceremonious point of
view they are aligned on axis with Nampa’s Historic Depot. Together, these
gateway treatments, in conjunction with appropriate signage, a navigable circulation
system and convenient parking, will serve Nampa’s revitalization efforts positively.
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WAYFINDING & SIGNAGE

Figure 3.9: Sample
Wayfinding Sign

With gateway treatments in place, a visitor has a sense of arrival and will expect to
see visual clues guiding them to interesting and important places within Central
Nampa. Key places such as City Hall, the Nampa Civic Center, the Historic Depot, a
future Entertainment Center and other unique facilities or events areas should be
well marked ahead of time for both pedestrians and vehicles.
Vehicular traffic must be
adequately warned prior to lane
changes or key turns particularly
with the high capacity, one‐way
streets in downtown. An
attractive sign directing traffic to
the heart of Central Nampa should
be consistently located along the
main arterials corresponding to
gateway placements. Figure 3.9 is
a sample sign directing traffic to
Nampa’s Historic Downtown
District ‐ the main social retail and
festival center. From the outside,
the main arterials will guide traffic
through the Central Districts if
Wayfinding Signs are followed.

Figure 3.10: Central Nampa Recommended Wayfinding Signage*
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Figure 3.10 pinpoints choice
locations where traffic would
benefit from orientational signage.
The blue arrows indicate general
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Figure 3.11:
Sample Pedestrian
Kiosk

placement of the signs and instructions. Most importantly, the signs should guide
traffic to the proper lane and eventually toward corresponding parking signs
addressed in the parking segment of this section.
Once vehicles are parked within the core, pedestrians should feel comfortable
walking around and exploring the downtown. In the Historic District, Nampa
already has generous sidewalks and mature shade trees that create a very
comfortable pedestrian environment. Enhancements to the Civic Campus and
Transit Village will help make the Boulevards and non‐built space enjoyable to foot
and bicycle traffic.
Within the Historic Core, where buildings are more densely arranged, pedestrian
kiosks (Figure 3.11 (sample sign)& 3.12 (sample form)) should be placed in high
traffic areas between 3rd Avenue South and Front Street. Figure 3.13 identifies
optimal placement of pedestrian kiosks with a blue star. The kiosks should be
placed not only in high traffic areas but near public parking lots and festival areas.

Figure 3.12: Street side pedestrian
kiosks come in many forms. The
Nampa Downtown Association should
work with the City to design a kiosk
that suits the unique needs and
character of Historic Downtown.
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The Depot area, Mural Park and Fountain Park should each have an orientation
kiosk with popular destinations labeled on a simplified map. A main pergola at
Fountain Park will serve not only as a wayfinding tool but as an attractive icon in
itself. Imagine a four columned brick pergola (see sample graphic in Figure 3.14)
with arched entry ways that reflect the architecture of the Depot. Inside are
interpretive signage outlining Nampa’s history, a brochure rack, and graphics to tell
visitors where to find various businesses and other Central Nampa destinations.
This is an opportunity to provide a little shade and a beautiful downtown icon at the
highly visible and somewhat sterile Fountain Park.
Additionally, more information than just downtown facilities and a map could be
displayed at the main kiosk. Local events and facilities brochures would be
protected from harsh weather conditions and there would be room for narratives on
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Nampa’s history and other features outside of Central Nampa such as NNU or
Nampa’s popular Idaho Center.

Figure 3.14: Sample Pergola
(lacking brick columns and a more
substantial interior for signage and
information)
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Figure 3.13: Central Nampa Downtown Core Recommended Wayfinding Signage
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CIRCULATION
Downtown Circulation Network
The transportation system in downtown Nampa (per Figure 3.15) is based upon a
backbone of arterials that carries through traffic as well as downtown destination
traffic to the historic City Center. The one‐way couplet system of Second Street and
Third Street are wide 3 lane sections, which offer parallel parking on both sides of
the street in downtown. Eleventh Avenue, which is also State Highway 45 is a
principal arterial, which was recently upgraded and serves as a major corridor for
both through traffic and downtown destination traffic. Sixteenth Avenue is a minor
arterial, which carries less traffic, but also is an important corridor for circulation
from central Nampa neighborhoods and traffic from the Garrity Boulevard area.
The “pivot block” between 11th & 12th
Avenues and 2nd & 3rd Streets presently
serves an average daily traffic volume
(ADT) of 19,000.

South 11th Avenue is a principal arterial
which brings 32,000 vehicles per day past
a primary gateway to downtown at 11th
and 1st.

Figure 3.15 Central Nampa Circulation System
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Hugh volumes of auto and truck traffic
around the "pivot block" of 11th/12th
and 2nd/3rd causes discomfort for
pedestrians attempting to cross the
street to the Fountain Square Civic
Area.

Figure 3.16: Existing Average Daily
Traffic in Central Nampa

Current Traffic Volumes
The schematic in Figure 3.16 presents existing average daily traffic volumes (ADT)
in Central Nampa. This data demonstrates the high traffic volumes around what
can be referred to as the downtown “pivot block” (highlighted in yellow). Included
in the data is a very useful measurement that identifies challenges in key segments
of the system. This measurement, known as the V/C ratio, compares traffic volume
to road capacity. The lower the ratio below ‘1,’ the more additional traffic it can
sustain. A ‘1’ capacity has been reached. Estimates from the source organization,
COMPASS (Community Planning Association, in Boise), indicates that Eleventh
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Avenue (both north and south bound) is at capacity. City officials recognize
volumes are heavy but believe more detailed evaluation would find that this key
arterial has not yet reached a V/C ratio of ‘1’.
The pivot block contains existing civic uses including the public Fountain Park, the
police department, and the city billing and financial services department. The pivot
block is bounded by the Eleventh/Twelfth Avenue corridors of State Highway 45
and the Second/Third Street one way couplet system.
The Second and Third Street couplet system between Twelfth and Sixteenth receives
considerably less traffic volumes than are seen in the pivot block vicinity of Historic
Downtown. The one way couplet leg of Second Street leading northwest is an
important commercial street that runs through the core of the city center. The one
way couplet leg of Third Street leading southeast is also a key commercial street but
is located on the perimeter of the Historic Downtown. Previous revitalization
programming added several elements to facilitate traffic calming including,
pedestrian bulb‐out intersections, stamp colored concrete crosswalks, and
landscaping. However, traffic speeds on Second and Third downtown still are
considered excessive by merchants and pedestrians.
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Projected Traffic Volumes
Figure 3.17 presents a summary of average daily traffic volumes projected by the
COMPASS traffic model for year 2025. This data shows the anticipated growth in
traffic volumes on the downtown arterial network, assuming no changes in
circulation patterns. The COMPASS model projections (Table 3.2) indicate that
traffic will increasingly exceed acceptable volumes (per V/C ratios) on Eleventh
Avenue north of Second. However, the year 2025 projections for Second and Third
as well as Twelfth and Sixteenth remain at acceptable capacity ratios.
Each street of the existing 2nd/3rd
Street couplet near 11th Avenue
presently serves 19,000 vehicles per
day (ADT).

Table 3.2: Traffic Volume Estimates &
Projections, 2001 & 2025

Street
2nd S
2nd S
3rd S
3rd S
11th S
16th S

Downtown Nampa Traffic Volumes*
Actual Projected
2001
2025
Segment
ADT
From
To
ADT
16th
12th
7,600
13,500
12th
11th
14,000
20,700
16th
12th
7,200
14,100
12th
11th
13,000
20,800
1st
2nd
21,000
35,000
1st
2nd
18,000
26,100

Source: COMPASS, May, 2004

Figure 3.17: Projected Average Daily
Traffic in Central Nampa, 2025
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Estimated Capacity at LOS D

Per Lane

1 Lane Each Way (2-Way Travel)
(14000 total ADT)
2 Lanes (One Way Couplet)

7000
12000

3 Lanes (One Way Couplet)

23000

Alternate Circulation Options for Second Street
In order to address the need for additional downtown public parking as well as
reducing traffic speeds, the consultant team developed two concepts for
consideration which would reconfigure Second Street between Twelfth and
Sixteenth Avenue:
A. Convert Second Street between Twelfth and Sixteenth to one lane northwest
bound, and one lane southeast bound, with diagonal parking on the north
side and parallel parking on the south side.
B. Convert Second Street between Twelfth and Sixteenth to two lanes northwest
bound and one lane southeast bound, with parallel parking on both sides.

Second Street between 12th and
16th is a candidate for alternate
circulation concepts since traffic
volumes are lower, and this portion
of the current couplet system
affects circulation through the core
of downtown.

Although the Second/Third Street couplet system has proven to be effective in
carrying high volumes of traffic, the current one‐way system is difficult for
downtown circulation and does not facilitate easy access to and from downtown
business destinations.
The Community Planning Association (COMPASS) performed computer model
analyses of the two alternate circulation scenarios suggested for Second Street. The
results were:
Option A: The COMPASS model analysis indicates that re‐configuration of
Second Street between 12th and 16th Avenues will not be a feasible option
considering existing traffic volumes and an acceptable Level of Service D (the
projected V/C ratio exceeds 1.0 in Year 2005).
Option B: The following figures present the results of the COMPASS traffic
model analysis for the Option B re‐configuration of Second Street (two lanes
northwest, one lane southeast). Figure 3.18 presents the Year 2005 estimates;
Figure 3.19 presents the Year 2010 estimates; and Figure 3.20 presents the 20
year projection in 2025.
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Figures 3.18 (Top Left), 3.19
(Bottom Left) & 3.20. (Below):
Downtown Nampa Circulation
Projectsions, 2005, 2010 &
2025, Respectively
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In each of these COMPASS projections, the reconfiguration of Second Avenue
between 12th and 16th with two lanes northeast and one lane southwest, appear to
operate satisfactorily assuming Level of Service D based on average daily traffic
volume (ADT) projections. However, before the City of Nampa actually undertakes
this reconfiguration of Second Street, a more detailed traffic analysis should be
performed which evaluates Levels of Service using AM and PM peak hour traffic at
intersections.
Table 3.3 compares the COMPASS projections of V/C capacity ratios on Second
Street between 12th and 16th with the existing configuration, versus a reconfiguration
of Second St. to two lanes northwest bound and one lane southeast bound. This
reconfiguration of Second Avenue would require modification of signals and
signage along this block segment.
Table 3.3: V/C Ratio Projections for Second Street Reconfiguration Scenarios

The entrance to the historic downtown
city center at 11th Avenue and 1st
Street must be made prominent
through advance signage and creating
a visual gateway to Downtown.

COMPASS V/C Capacity Ratio* Projections
Second Street Between 12th and 16th
Existing Second St.
Option B - Second St.
Configuration
Reconfiguration
(3 lanes NW)
(2 lanes NW, 1 lane SE)
Year 2005
0.50
0.68
Year 2025
0.59
0.87
(*V/C Ratio = Projected Traffic Volume/ Theoretical Traffic Capacity)

Signage and Way Finding
Improvement of signage and way finding downtown is critical to improve
circulation of traffic with intent to reach downtown. Presently, the lack of signage
and way finding combined with the current complex downtown circulation system
results in confusion for customers and visitors to the historic downtown city center.
For example, the First Street intersection with Eleventh Avenue is in an excellent
location to enter historic downtown Nampa.
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However, southbound traffic approaching downtown from the North side of the
railroad bridge gives no warning that a driver must get into the left hand turn lane
ahead in order to have one of the best opportunities to enter the historic city center.
Likewise, travelers on the Second and Third Street one‐way couplet system have no
indication of the location of the historic downtown center until they reach the
segment between Twelfth and Sixteenth. At that location drivers start receiving
visual clues of the downtown revitalization improvements from the 1980’s.

Previous physical revitalization
improvements downtown generally remain
in good condition and create a
comfortable pedestrian environment.

Many of the stamped colored concrete
pedestrian crosswalks are worn from
traffic and are scheduled for replacement
by the City.

Pedestrian Crossings and Traffic Speeds
The physical revitalization improvements constructed in the 1980’s, which are
generally in good condition, reflect thoughtful design choices with respect to
physical revitalization criteria. Some of the sidewalks and most of the colored
stamped concrete pedestrian crossings have deteriorated and require replacement.
Replacing and/or improving the crosswalks as soon as funding is available will
generate visibility in downtown for the Downtown Revitalization Blueprint. A
stamped concrete design, with a difference in color and texture, will more clearly
distinguish the crossing and serve to slow down through traffic in the downtown.
Eleventh Avenue Landscaped Median at Second Street
The center lane on Eleventh Avenue S. on the north side of Second Street is presently
striped as an unused triangular area. This center lane in front of the Post Office on
11th at 2nd is not used since Second Street is one‐way northwest bound, and left turns
are not permitted from Eleventh onto Second. This unused center lane presents an
opportunity to install a landscaped median on Eleventh in front of the Post Office.
This median could contain low maintenance landscaping; historic illumination
fixtures matching the existing styles downtown; and a vertical sculpture celebrating
the heritage of Nampa.
The purpose and effect of this landscape median is to:
• serve as a visual gateway to the city center for traffic on Eleventh Avenue
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•
•
•
•

A landscaped median on 11th in front of
the Post Office could help announce the
gateway to Historic Downtown Nampa.

add a sense of “friction” to slow traffic on Eleventh
serve as safety refuge for pedestrians crossing Eleventh at Second
provide another opportunity for landscape, illumination and art, following
the design model previously constructed by the LID project downtown
serve as a prominent location for a celebratory vertical sculpture which
represents the heritage of Nampa

Mid‐Block Bulb‐Outs on 13th
Thirteenth Avenue between First and Second Streets offers an opportunity to
expand the pedestrian sidewalk space with mid‐block bulb‐outs on both sides of
13th. The expanded pedestrian area could be used to encourage sidewalk commerce
and activity, such as sidewalk cafes or vendor carts.
A mid‐block pedestrian crossing could also be added at these bulb‐outs to facilitate
pedestrian circulation. Again, the design of this new mid‐block improvement
would follow the design elements previously established by the downtown LID
improvements. These mid‐block bulbs would require minor modifications to street
drainage and would eliminate approximately ten on‐street parking spaces.
However, the increased pedestrian orientation and sidewalk commerce at this
location could justify the loss of parking.

Reconfiguration of the Post Office and
Library parking areas could improve
circulation, safety, and number of spaces.

Improved Parking Behind Post Office and Library
By any standard, the configuration of parking behind the Post Office and Library is
confusing and inefficient. It is strongly suggested that an effort be made for
property owners to cooperate in eliminating circulation barriers and re‐configure the
entire parking area into a single, more efficient parking and circulation system.
Spaces could be reserved for specific uses based on underlying land ownership.
Enhancing these parking areas through a collaborative re‐design would reinforce the
importance of “anchor tenants,” such as the Post Office, downtown.
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PARKING
Many people linked to Historic Downtown perceive there is a parking shortage
here. A recent study by Walker Parking Consultants demonstrated (per Figure 3.21)
that technically there is actually a large surplus. Why the conflict in perception?
Two causes are likely. First, there is practically no signage to direct customers to
parking areas or to guide them around the city center. Many parking units sit
empty because people don’t find them. Second, high demand parking areas (in the
downtown core) are typically full,
while ample parking units sit empty in
adjacent areas that feel unsafe or are
otherwise unattractive to drivers.
The first, most important, and most
efficient course of action is to install
directional signage to parking areas.
The second necessary action is to make
more central offstreet public parking
available. The third is to improve
peripheral parking for employees and
residents.
A fourth, less popular, need is to
regulate onstreet parking with
ticketing for vehicles that stay in one
place more than three hours.
Managing employee parking is a
subject complex enough that books are
written about it. In brief, employee
Figure 3.21: Walker Parking Study Results for Central Nampa Historic Downtown
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parking systems only work when three things are in place:
1. Safe, convenient dedicated parking for employees
2. Employers committed to having their employees parking in dedicated areas
3. A regulatory system that penalizes misbehaving employees without harming
customer goodwill. After all, an ideal customer would shop longer than the
two hour limits currently posted.
The City needs to work with the Nampa Downtown Association (NDA) to build a
three‐part employee parking program, as noted above. Once installed, and
combined with other recommended
parking improvements, the parking
situation should be re‐evaluated.
With such a system in place, it is likely
that Historic Downtown will have
ample parking for the foreseeable
future.
Blueprint parking recommendations
embrace three principles for success:
parking availability, visibility and
efficiency:

Figure 3.22: Central Nampa Recommended Downtown Parking & Signage
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Availability – The Walker parking
study found that typical parking
occupancy is 48% of 1,975 (963 private
and 1012 public) total parking spaces.
Additionally, there is a weekday
surplus of 562 spaces and a Saturday
surplus of 635 spaces. (See Figure 3.21)
Parking is definitely available most of
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the time, but not necessarily convenient. On‐street parking, within the Historic
District, averages anywhere from 25 to 75 spaces per block. Relative occupancy per
block varies, though analysis indicates reasonable availability. As noted,
recommended parking improvements should be implemented before the City seeks
to expand parking units by any expensive means.
There are no simple, inexpensive magic bullets to expand parking in the Historic
Downtown. Most streets are already designed for optimal number of parallel and
(where possible) diagonal units. However, there are two needs that could be
addressed quickly at low cost. First, publicly owned lots in the core area are
devoted to leased employee parking. This runs counter to the needs of local
businesses. Two central lots are recommended for change to free public parking.
The first abuts 2nd Avenue to the north between 12th and 13th streets. The second is
between the same streets on Front. Figure 3.22 identifies these lots with a red
overlay. With clear directional signage, these lots will provide some immediate
availability relief to businesses losing sales because customers can’t find dedicated
public parking.
The second low cost opportunity is for additional employee parking along Front
Street. The northeast side of Front Street between 12th and 14th has the potential to be
improved for employee parking via some reasonable lighting and surface
treatments. This parking is already available but rarely used due to its poor
visibility and (apparently) unsafe image. By working with nearby business owners,
the City should be able to attract considerably more employees to park in this area
once visibility concerns are addressed.
A heavy strain on the existing parking situation in Central Nampa does not
currently exist. However, with infill and growth in density, parking demands will
naturally increase. As each district becomes more desirable and amenable to
visitors, improved parking capacity in poorly used and peripheral parking lots will
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need to be accomplished. For example, two large parking lots on 3rd Avenue
between 13th and 14th sit empty everyday. These might be leased by the Nampa
Downtown Association or the City on a short‐term basis to test how much they
would be used. By removing weeds and chain link fence, the uninviting look would
do much to improve 3rd Avenue’s ‘curb appeal’ as well. Parking supply, demand
and condition should continue to be monitored regularly over time. Eventually,
structure parking will need to become part of the strategic parking formula.
Visibility – Visibility is importance at two levels: from the perspective of the
pedestrian moving to and from a parked vehicle; from the perspective of the driver
on the street.
All parking areas should be well lit, well signed, highly visible from the street, clean,
paved and have low landscaping. In addition, sidewalks linking the lots to business
areas should share these features. Safety and convenience are extremely important.
Another feature that will improve usage rates is streetscape design that makes the
walk interesting and even fun. Public art, store fronts, and lighting can combine to
accomplish this goal.

In some areas of Historic Downtown,
parking is plentiful but forbidding. Areas
around the library are particularly blighted
and/or poorly designed. An Urban
Renewal program could quickly turn such
problems into assets.
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Implementation of a user friendly system of wayfinding in downtown will include
clear identification and directional signage for public parking. Figure 3.22 shows
recommendations for directional signage to public lots according to circulation the
hierarchy within the Historic Downtown District. In all cases, public lots should be
clearly identified as such with easy‐to‐see directional cues on main traffic arterials.
Efficiency –Every opportunity should be evaluated before going to costly lengths to
build structured parking or take down a building to accommodate more parking
spaces. Peripheral lots should be used for employee and resident parking. With
proper design, lighting and pathways, these lots can be made both attractive and
safe.
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As noted in the Circulation subsection, the configuration of parking behind the Post
Office and Library is confusing and inefficient. It is strongly suggested that an effort
be made for property owners to cooperate in eliminating circulation barriers and re‐
configure the entire parking area into a single, more efficient parking and circulation
system. Spaces could be reserved for specific uses based on underlying land
ownership. Enhancing these parking areas through a collaborative re‐design would
reinforce the importance of “anchor tenants,” such as the Post Office. The increased
efficiency will result in the availability of more (and more convenient) units.
Implementing the system for gateways, wayfinding, signage, efficient circulation
and adequate parking will enhance Central Nampa’s attractiveness as a customer,
client and visitor destination.
INFRASTRUCTURE
Among the many strengths that already exist in Central Nampa, underground
infrastructure is an important one. The Nampa Department of Public Works reports
that the condition of underground infrastructure in this area is good. Water, sewer,
and drainage facilities were recently improved as part of the Historic Downtown
revitalization LID program. Street pavement conditions are good as well.
Most traffic signals on the Second/ Third Street couplet and on Eleventh Avenue
have interconnected controls for synchronization, in order to enhance traffic
mobility and levels of service. The Department of Public Works indicates that the
signals serving the intersections at Second and Thirteenth, and Second and
Fourteenth are obsolete and must be upgraded with new poles, fixtures, and
controllers. The City Department of Public Works intends to evaluate whether these
signals are “warranted” under the national guidelines of the Manual of Uniform
Traffic Control Devices.
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The pedestrian sidewalks constructed in Historic Downtown via an LID project
remain in good condition. Key intersections downtown have sidewalk “bulb‐outs”
which improve pedestrian safety and help to slow traffic. Most of the stamped
concrete pedestrian cross‐walks downtown have depreciated due to wear. The
Nampa Department of Public Works has rescheduled these cross‐walks for
replacement.
In short, no significant infrastructure improvements are needed or recommended
beyond those related to circulation.
Alley ways like this one can be redeveloped to
create a remarkable vitality and sense of place.

Wall Street Extension
One element of above the ground infrastructure is recommended for
improvement. This is the alley way south of Wall Street.
The previous alley improvements of “Wall Street” on the block between 12th
and 13th Avenues and Front and First Streets is a successful expansion of the
pedestrian space and business frontage in downtown Nampa. This alley
development should be expanded by extending the Wall Street design features
to the next alley south, between First and Second Streets. Owners of properties
fronting this alley would need to cooperate with this effort as well as partially
contribute to the improvement costs as direct beneficiaries.

Physical Improvements Summary
Figure 3.23 (next page) provides a graphic illustration of all physical improvements
recommended for the Historic Downtown District.
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Figure 3.23: Summary of Physical Improvements Recommended in Historic Downtown
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Business Development
BUSINESS RETENTION & RECRUITMENT
Three sets of actions will guide future downtown business development
strategically. These actions emphasize business retention, recruitment and building
a more cohesive downtown district.
Retain and Expand Existing Businesses
a. Organize a System of Technical Assistance for Business & Property Owners:
Business retention is a high priority strategy for Central Nampa. Economic
conditions have created hardships for many businesses, and to prevent further
erosion of Nampa’s business sector, it is important to retain and assist existing
businesses.

CENTRAL NAMPA
GROWING BUSINESS;
BUILDING COMMUNITY

A sound business retention program should have five components:
1. Information: Markets, Economy, Resources
2. Education: Staff & Owners
3. Technical Assistance
4. Resource Development
5. Targeted, Strategic Assistance
There are a variety of technical assistance resources available in Idaho. Most of
these resource organizations are short‐staffed and do not engage heavily in
outreach. However, the Blueprint Executive (once hired) could bring Central
Nampa to their attention and focus greater energy in this area. Entities like Sage,
Small Business Development Center, Idaho Department of Commerce and Boise
State University should be tapped to help build a solid, ongoing information,
education and technical assistance program. Sage already has a loan pool that
could be tapped for such projects as façade renovations.
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During the process of developing this plan, the planning team interviewed local
business owners and managers. A significant number expressed a need or desire
for assistance with marketing, merchandising, building facade renovation,
business management tools, etc. Workshops in areas such as marketing,
merchandising, accounting and employee training were mentioned as potentially
helpful. Additionally, professional design assistance (through the Arts and
Heritage Commission) is needed to improve buildings and landscaping. Again,
regional and state entities that have the expertise to provide such assistance are
readily available. The implementation team should conduct a survey of Central
Nampa businesses and property owners to identify information, training and
resource needs, then build a comprehensive retention program to respond to
results.
b. Tap Sage’s Loan Pool: Often business and property owners have the desire to
make improvements, but do not have readily available cash to do it. The
Blueprint implementation team should work with Sage (and perhaps local
banks) to form a low‐interest loan pool for business diversification or expansion,
and property improvements such as façade renovation.
c. Support Expansion/Diversification Candidates: Some businesses may be ready to
diversify or expand their business operations, based on potential in the
marketplace. The implementation team (and Executive) should ensure that these
businessesʹ needs are being met, provided they are consistent with identified
Central Nampa markets, niches and strategy.
d. Serve Specific Markets Strategically: In order for businesses to be successful in
Central Nampa, they must serve strategic markets effectively. (See Section 5,
Economic Conditions.) To serve them, businesses need to be senior‐friendly
child‐friendly, family‐friendly and open to newcomers. Customers have
expressed a clear need for businesses to be open later than 5:00/5:30 p.m.; and on
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weekends. Business diversification and expansion also should be complementary
to Historic Downtownʹs role as a pedestrian‐oriented area that needs to generate
high amounts of foot traffic.
e. Create and Enforce a Downtown Parking Policy: Priority for on‐street parking in
Historic Downtown must go to customers, not business owners or employees.
However, if owners/employees are to use designated parking lots, the lots must
be accessible, well‐lit (for safety) and paved. The walking routes to and from the
lots also must be well‐lit with sidewalks. Once appropriate designated parking is
in place, business and property owners should be asked to sign a voluntary
policy or agreement to use designated lots ‐ and to require their employees to use
them. Fines could go into a fund for Historic Downtown events, promotion,
beautification, etc. If parking recommendations in the Blueprint are
implemented, Historic Downtown businesses should not experience a parking
problem for their customers.
f. Implement Image/Awareness Promotions: One of Historic Downtownʹs greatest
challenges is the impression that it is in decline. A proactive effort is needed to
convey the message to Nampa residents that Historic Downtown is open for
business. The implementation team needs to implement a promotion campaign
that includes the following:
¾ Press releases about planned improvements
¾ Fliers and ads about plans and events (e.g., with ʺTodayʺ and
ʺTomorrowʺ images)
¾ Lists of goods and services available Downtown
¾ Cooperative special events and promotions
¾ Awareness‐building about the value of Downtown as the Cityʹs center
¾ Ways for local citizens to become involved in the improvements to
Historic Downtown
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Effective marketing requires expertise. The promotion of Historic Downtown
should be handled like in any large mall: a cohesive group of goods and services
as a collective whole. Promotion should be targeted strategically to Historic
Downtownʹs markets, and focus on its unique characteristics and mix of
products and services.
Positive changes in Historic Downtown should be publicized at least once or
twice monthly, so customers are intrigued to come and see for themselves whatʹs
happening Downtown. By creating a ʺbuzzʺ of interest, Historic Downtown will
build momentum for revitalization efforts.
Each of the three buildings
above has residential units
above the ground floor. They
range from small apartments
to an upscale home for the
business owner below. Local
codes made upper floor
residential more viable.

g. Develop Upper‐Story Residential Spaces: Historic Downtown residents are good
Downtown customers. Nationally, there is a renaissance in people moving back
into Downtowns ‐ particularly in renovated historic buildings (loft apartments,
condominiums, etc.). There are several buildings in the city center that are suited
to residential development. The implementation team (and Executive) should
work with appropriate property owners to explore the possibilities for Historic
Downtown housing.
Recruit Complementary Retail/Service Businesses
a. Create an Inventory of Available Commercial Space: Before a concerted effort
can begin to recruit tenants or owners for empty spaces, an inventory and
description of available space should be compiled. The inventory should include
space location, size, specifications (utilities, etc.), features, condition, ownership,
history, cost, terms, potential best uses, parking, access, etc. Information can be
obtained from the property owners themselves or from realtors. Then when a
potential recruit is located, the appropriate targeted spaces can be matched to the
targetʹs needs.
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b. Tap/Create Recruitment Incentives and Benefits: The implementation team
should emphasize to potential recruits the benefits of locating their business in
Central Nampa. There are a number of benefits created by regional development
entities, and other benefits offered by the State of Idaho. These benefits include:

Photo from Idaho Business IQ, Inc.

The City of Nampa is ProBusiness
Listed from front to back:
Mayor Tom Dale, Nampa; Dr.
Richard Hagood, President,
Northwest Nazarene University;
Jerry Gunstream, Gunstream
Commercial Real Estate;
Jeff Tunison, Vice President/
Commercial Marketing
Executive/Owner, Title One;
Greg Mayes, Premier Alliance;
Michael S. Adkins, CEO and
President, MPC;
Stephanie Pressly, President
and Publisher, Idaho Press
Tribune
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¾ Central Nampa Gateways and Wayfinding Program (as outlined in the
Blueprint): key entrances, directional signage, parking and circulation will be
improved to draw more customers and encourage business development.
¾ Pro‐Business Government: City leaders have demonstrated their desire and
support for business development in Central Nampa. Regulations and codes
are in good order. A public‐private partnership is building in the form of this
Blueprint to enhance all key facets of business and community development
in this area.
¾ Professional Management: the City will hire an economic development
professional to implement business and economic development strategies.
¾ Active Nampa Downtown Association and Chamber of Commerce: the NDA
and Chamber are active in business issues and support activities, and in
tourism promotion and visitor services. Businesses can expect to be
supported by these important groups.
¾ Loan Pool: Sage’s loan pool is available for businesses to tap for expansion,
diversification, building façade renovation, etc.
¾ Central Nampa Promotion: Central Nampa businesses will work
cooperatively to address business hours, customer service training, targeted
events, and strategic marketing. Promotions will benefit all businesses in this
area.
¾ City/County Promotion: the Chamber of Commerce already has in place a
system to promote businesses and services, targeting local residents, visitors
from the region and tourists.
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¾ Idaho Corporate Income Tax Reduction: corporate tax rates were decreased in
2001 from 8.0% to 7.6%.
¾ Workforce Training Funds: businesses can obtain up to $3,000 per employee
with no matching funds required for training, through the Idaho Department
of Commerce.
c. Identify Target Businesses: Based on analysis in Section 5, Economic Conditions,
over two dozen target business types were identified and listed (in that section).
Among these are:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Health professionals (e.g., Physicians, Chiropractors, Physical Therapy)
Entertainment/Fun Center
Bakery
Soda Fountain
Arts Retailers
Custom Jewelers
Coffee Shop
Delicatessen
Restaurants/cafés/pizzeria
Cyber café
Florist
Vendor carts
Expanded Farmers Market (via additional produce, prepared foods, arts and
fine crafts): These entrepreneurs, starting from booths or vendor carts may
grow to become permanent tenants in Historic Downtown.
¾ Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
¾ Miscellaneous Professional Services (e.g., targeting small business assistance)
The farmersʹ market is an important part of business recruitment. The current
farmersʹ market should be expanded and permanently located along Front, with
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a goal to construct a year‐round indoor facility. The market will create activity,
traffic and excitement. It can include fresh fruits, vegetables and baked goods;
crafts and artisans; entertainment; etc. Customers will enjoy the social
atmosphere and spend money not only at the market, but also at other
Downtown businesses. The market should seek to expand operations beyond
Saturday mornings.
Ideally, the market will serve as a small business incubator, where vendors move
from temporary to permanent stalls, and then to retail space in the Historic
Downtown (or nearby districts).
“I believe this is a first for Idaho. When
73% of a city’s voters say yes to
spending $38-million on projects that
address current transportation concerns
and prepare for the future, they are
making a tangible investment in their
community. I don’t know of another city
where this has happened.”
Mayor Tom Dale, City of Nampa
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d. Create a Business Recruitment Packet: A business recruitment packet is needed
to provide information to business prospects in a concise and accurate manner.
The packet should look professional, incorporating the Central Nampa image.
The packet contents should include the following:
¾ An overview that ʺsells the visionʺ of Central Nampa (vision, goals,
revitalization plans)
¾ Brief information about Nampa, Central Nampa, population and economic
data, taxes, City business startup processes, a synopsis of local and area
growth
¾ Central Nampa Revitalization Blueprint CD
¾ Highlights of business and market research indicating the types of businesses
needed, market potential and competition
¾ Benefits of locating in Central Nampa for specific types of businesses
¾ Information about available commercial space (from realtors, property
owners), loan pool, business assistance and workforce training programs, etc.
¾ Quality of life information, such as housing, schools, recreation in the area,
cultural opportunities, etc.
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e. Close the Deal: Make Contacts and Follow Up: Once business recruitment targets
have been identified and a sales packet assembled, the Executive should contact
the business, discuss the possibility of locating in Central Nampa and provide
the packet of information if they express interest. It is important to assign
knowledgeable professional staff or volunteers to specific business targets, and to
have that person remain the key contact throughout the recruitment process. The
local contact personʹs timely response to the recruitʹs questions, needs and
challenges will make the difference between a decision to locate in Central
Nampa or elsewhere.
Create Cohesive Business ʺDistrictsʺ
a. Agree on a Central Nampa ʺBrandʺ (Image): Central Nampa needs to be
identified by consumers as a special ʺplaceʺ. As a destination, it can be
identifiable simply by using the words ʺCentral Nampaʺ. A graphic image, or
logo, is recommended for the area to promote itself to a variety of markets. Each
district within Central Nampa also should have its own identity, though it
should be complementary and linked to other Central districts. All promotional
activities should include the logo and the phrase “Central Nampa.”
Development and promotion of the Historic Downtown image will help ʺbrandʺ
downtown as a unique place. Cooperative promotions, and use of the brand by
all Historic Downtown businesses (not just Nampa Downtown Association
members), will ensure that the consumer receives a much clearer message about
the place and its benefits.
b. Implement Collective Actions to Better Serve Strategic Markets: During citizen
interviews and surveys conducted by the planning team, many potential
Downtown customers indicated that they are ʺdisconnectedʺ from it. They
expressed some desire to shop, dine or use services in Historic Downtown, but
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were frustrated by limited (or inconsistent) business hours and few events
specific to their interests. Downtown businesses should discuss options for more
customer‐friendly business hours, and decide on a strategy to implement
adjusted seasonal hours to better suit consumer needs (e.g., open late on the first
Thursday of each month, open Sundays during Christmas season). Business
hours are just one example of collective action that could be taken to better serve
Downtownʹs customer base.
c. Implement Cooperative Promotions to Reach Strategic Targets: Downtown
events and promotions should target specific markets. The Nampa Downtown
Association should review its current events programming in the context of
market findings in the Blueprint. Refinements may be necessary to better tap
recent market trends and niches.
Businesses also should cross‐promote for each other (a specialty store can set up
an interesting seasonal product display in the bank lobby; the art or bookstore
could display products in the restaurant; the art store and bookstore in turn
could display restaurant menus and bank brochures, etc.). Cross‐promotion
efforts should be mutual, and displays should clearly identify the merchants who
provide the products or services.
d. Highlight Heritage of Historic Downtown and Community: Historic Downtown
has outstanding heritage resources. They should be highlighted for residents
and visitors alike. A walking tour brochure describing the historic buildings,
community history and Canyon County museum collection could be used by
schoolchildren, residents, visiting family and friends, and heritage/cultural
tourists.
e. Address Pedestrian Customer Comfort Issues: Historic Downtown is a
pedestrian‐oriented district, and as such, it also should be a pedestrian‐priority
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area. Pedestrians who feel comfortable and safe will spend more time (and
money) here. To ensure a comfortable place, consider Historic Downtown as
ʺhomeʺ. The entries from 11th, 12th, 1st, 2nd and 3rd are the ʺfront doorʺ. They
should be made to feel more welcoming. The streets and sidewalks are hallways
and passages. The buildings and pocket parks are ʺroomsʺ. In this context, is the
ʺhomeʺ inviting? Does it feel comfortable? Are the hallways well‐lit? Does the
roof leak? Are the carpets worn? Are there places to sit and relax? Entertaining
things for kids? Social places for adults? Downtown needs to consider
enhancements that will make customers feel more comfortable (like crosswalks,
lighting, benches, childrenʹs/youth items, awnings) and that will make the
ʺhomeʺ more inviting.
f. Engage Citizens in Improvements: If Historic Downtown is the heart of the
community, then all citizens have a stake in its success ‐ everyone ʺownsʺ
Historic Downtown. However, many citizens do not feel a sense of ʺownership,ʺ
or any connection to this central place. The revitalization effort presents many
opportunities for citizens to become engaged in the process, from planting
flowers to buying personalized bricks for a plaza to constructing a river walk.
The implementation team (and Executive) should tap into the communityʹs
volunteer spirit to accomplish some short‐term projects in Historic Downtown
(and other Central Nampa districts), so that citizens can re‐connect with their
town center.
g. Track Performance: The success of Downtown revitalization efforts should be
tracked and quantified. Factors to measure include storefront vacancy rate, event
attendance, business sales, foot traffic counts, amount of publicity generated,
community participation, buildings rehabilitated, amount of public and private
sector investment per year, etc.
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Volunteers (youth, seniors) could assist with the tracking efforts (for example,
youth doing court‐ordered community service time could conduct foot traffic
counts). A simple tracking database should be established and maintained by the
NDA so that results can be collected quarterly and tracked for effectiveness over
time.
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MIXED USE LIBRARY, TECHNOLOGY AND CITY SERVICES COMPLEX
The City’s current initiative to build a new library could be made into a major
economic catalyst and momentum builder for the Blueprint program. While Library
leaders are greatly advanced in their site location planning, there are good reasons
to reconsider location in the context of Central Nampa’s redevelopment mission.

Denver

Pasadena

The timing is ideal for a prototype project to announce the beginning of Central
Nampa’s new era. While the Civic Campus district may be well suited for the
library, Historic Downtown could greatly benefit from construction of the facility
there. Employees and library users all would infuse economic energy into the retail
district as customers. Civic construction would demonstrate the City’s commitment
to the core district. Appropriately designed, the building itself would add greatly to
the Historic Downtown’s image and profile.
Figure 3.24 identifies five Historic Downtown locations that might be suitable for the
library. The pivot block site could enable the City to combine library and other civic
functions in a joint‐ mixed use facility. Construction on any of the sites along major
arterials would greatly enhance Historic Downtown’s image.
Adaptive re‐use of the old library also is recommended. As a technology‐oriented
community technology center, it could provide a range of services from simple web
access to workforce training, video conferencing and continuing education.

Washington, D.C.
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The new and old libraries could be integrated into the Historic Downtown mixed‐
use district so long as parking is adequate. The block north of the current library, as
well as blocks listed in the Walker parking study, could be tapped to address
parking needs. Structured parking also is a possibility, though feasibility would
have to be established.
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Figure 3.24: Potential Locations (in Brown Shading) in
Historic Downtown for the Future Library)

Ideally, the new library system would include the following
elements:
¾ The new Central Nampa Library
¾ Incorporation of other City administrative facilities on the
Pivot Block, either by building on the Pivot Block or
allowing for new, more appropriately design
development here (see Figure 3.X, at left for potential
locations in the Historic Downtown, noted by u‐shaped
brown locations)
¾ Reuse of the existing library for a Community Technology
Center
¾ Appropriate space for private social retail (e.g., food
service) to complement library activities
¾ Integrated structured parking as needed to serve mixed‐
use downtown needs

The Library project provides a truly strategic opportunity to develop an economic
catalyst for Blueprint implementation. The strategic advantages that come from
locating it in Historic Downtown include:
¾
¾
¾
¾

The City of Nampa is already planning to build a new Library
Several civic components could be integrated in a single initiative
Cost effectiveness stemming from a mixed use project
Public/private shared cost in developing the project (if space is incorporated
for lease to the private sector)
¾ Adaptive reuse of the existing library building for a Community Technology
Center
¾ Experienced developers suggest that the enhanced density of development
and pedestrian activity will attract more social retailers to the Historic
Downtown
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¾ Historic Downtown’s front face and image would be improved
¾ There is considerable evidence that Community Technology Centers are
viable community service enterprises. There are already over 1,100
successfully operating centers throughout the county providing service to
citizens and businesses. There is also considerable grant funding available in
support of these initiatives.
Due to the conceptual nature of such a project, it is too early to speculate on
estimated costs, potential savings through shared use of facilities, possible grant
funding, funding mechanism, or investment and tax incentives that might be
available. It is suggested that City staff evaluate this opportunity as soon as
possible.
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Section 4: Action Program
Initiate Major
Economic
Initiatives

Enhance the
Physical
Place

3

Refine
Existing
Systems

4

Central Nampa
Blueprint
2 Strategy 5

Communicate
Blueprint to
Markets

1
Commit to
Blueprint

The Central Nampa Revitalization Blueprint calls for a structured Action Program
System to implement projects in a strategic and systematic way. The five
fundamental organizational elements of the Action Program are identified primarily
to align appropriate interests and resources most appropriately suited to contribute
toward these action items. The five organizational elements of the Action Program
System are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Adopt and Commit to the Central Nampa Vision
Refine the Central Nampa Development System
Initiate Strategic Economic Catalysts
Enhance the “Place” of Central Nampa
Develop and Implement a Communication Plan

Using the above framework, this section outlines an action plan in tabular format.
Each recommended action is identified by phase and level of priority. Lead and
participating organizations are noted. Physical location of actions (where relevant)
is also identified. Key actions are discussed in more detail. Projects that require
funding (and that have been defined by the steering committee in enough detail to
allow it) have been given estimates of probable cost. (See Budget Subsection in
Support, Section 6.) Note that a significant number of actions require additional
public, City and other input before enough detail is available to estimate costs. A
detailed listing of potential resources is provided in the Support Section. These
resources are linked to categories of Central Nampa development so that
implementers can rapidly identify those that are relevant to any given project.
The result of this formatting provides a ‘blueprint’ for undertaking each action:
“who, what, when, where, and how.”
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Strategy Element I: ADOPT & COMMIT TO THE CENTRAL NAMPA VISION
Code
AH
CC
CD
ChC
CM
Cn
CS
ED
HP
L
NDA
PZ
SC
Sg
URA

Description
Arts & Heritage Commission
Mayor & City Council
City Community Development Dept.
Chamber of Commerce
Canyon County Historical Museum
Specialty Consultants
City Staff
Downtown Development Executive Director
Historic Preservation Commission
Library
Nampa Downtown Assn
Planning & Zonning
Service Clubs
Sage
Urban Renewal

GOALS
INITIATIVES
ACTIONS
Comments
I
ADOPT & COMMIT TO CENTRAL NAMPA VISION
A Obtain City Approval & Adopt Blueprint
1 Adopt Central Nampa Blueprint Report
2 Approve Vision Statement
3 Revise Comprehensive Plan Appropriately
4 Revise City Operating Plan accordingly
5 Communicate Blueprint Intent to Community
6 Establish an Urban Renewal District in Central Nampa
B Obtain Downtown Association Approval & Adopt Blueprint
1 Downtown Assn Approve and Adopt Blueprint
2 Establish Historic Downtown 501(c)3 Corporation to Seek Grants
Recruit Public Membership
Emphasize Maintenance, Heritage, Preservation, Events
3 Revise Operating Plan accordingly
4 Develop Collaborative Action Plan with City
5 Budget Appropriately; Initiate Funding Programs
C Appoint and Enable a Central Nampa Plan Implementation Team
1 Appoint Team & Team Leader
2 Organize Committees & Team Roles
3 Staff Appropriately
4 Assign Blueprint Tasks
5 Eliminate Barriers to Success; Communicate
6 Celebrate team successes

Lead/Team

Priority
District
PHASE
1 2 3 Top High Med All CC CV HD TV BL

CC
CC
PZ
CS
CC
CC
NDA
NDA

NDA
NDA/CD
NDA/CD
CC
ED/CD/NDA
NDA/CD
ED/CD/NDA
ED/CD/NDA
ED/CD/NDA

Key Projects:
A.1 Adopt Central Nampa Blueprint Report: This step speaks for itself. The
Blueprint will never be realized if the City and its major partners don’t
incorporate Blueprint elements into their operating plans. This action is the
first step in the program’s journey. Action B1 addresses the need for the
Nampa Downtown Association to adopt the Blueprint as well.
A.6 Establish an Urban Renewal District in Central Nampa: For any major venture,
resources and organization are critical. Creation of an Urban Renewal District
for Central Nampa will address both needs. The Association of Idaho Cities
and the Idaho Department of Commerce have staff highly skilled in guiding
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creation of these districts. An implementation guide is available from the state
at: http://www.idoc.state.id.us/idcomm/comdev/finance.html
B.2 Establish Historic Downtown 501(c)3 Corporation to Seek Grants: This form of
nonprofit corporation has two particularly important benefits. First, it will
create the capacity to seek a broad array of grants not generally available to
other municipal and nonprofit entities. This by itself is reason enough to make
the National Main Street Center advise all downtown associations to organize
both 501(c)6 and 501(c)3 corporations. Second, charitable corporations of this
form allow for private individuals both to join and to receive tax benefit from
membership. There are many activities in which citizen volunteers could serve
to benefit Blueprint programs. By engaging citizens at this level, Central
Nampa will experience a broader sense of common ownership from around the
community. Such connection will enhance the City’s capacity to attract
resources and service to the program.
C.1 Appoint Team & Team Leader: See Section 2, PUBLIC‐PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
C.3 Staff Appropriately: See Section 2, PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT
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Strategy Element II: REFINE THE CENTRAL NAMPA DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
Code
AH
CC
CD
ChC
CM
Cn
CS
ED
HP
L
NDA
PZ
SC
Sg
URA

Description
Arts & Heritage Commission
Mayor & City Council
City Community Development Dept.
Chamber of Commerce
Canyon County Historical Museum
Specialty Consultants
City Staff
Downtown Development Executive Director
Historic Preservation Commission
Library
Nampa Downtown Assn
Planning & Zonning
Service Clubs
Sage
Urban Renewal

GOALS
INITIATIVES
ACTIONS
Comments
II
REFINE CENTRAL NAMPA DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
A Create a System of Districts and Boundaries
1 Incorporate Central Nampa Boundaries into Comp Plan
2 Incorporate Blueprint Districts into Comp Plan
B Enhance Wayfinding, Circulation and Gateway Systems
1 Install Wayfinding Signage
2 Install System of Gateway Improvements
3 Implement Circulation Improvement Recommendations
4 Implement Existing Parking System Improvements
C Re-activate Historic Preservation Commission
1 Appoint Commissioners
2 Complete Certified Local Government Status Tasks
3 Create Façade Renovation Program
4 Initiate Code Change Request to Adopte IEBC & UCADB
D Establish Arts & Heritage Commission
1 Resolution to Create Commission
2 Appoint Commissioners
3 Prepare Operating Plan
4 Establish architectural design assistance program
5 Initiate Fundraising Program
E Address Target Markets
1
Initiate Business Development By District Per Blueprint
2
Communicate Blueprint Strategy to Region, Target Businesses
3
Communicate Blueprint Vision to Community, Target Markets
F Refine Regulatory System
1 Initiate Temporary Conditional Use Status in Civic Campus
2 Refine & Adopt Draft Design Guidelines for Civic Campus
3 Revise Zoning Code to Match Desired Development by District
4 Adopt & Implement IEBC and UCADB
5 Conduct Training Workshop on Use of IEBC & UCADB
G Enhance Infrastructure
1 Implement Depot Festival District Improvements
2 Improve System of Crosswalks
H. Hire a Professional to Manage Central Nampa Redevelopment
1 City & Downtown Assn Co-Invest in Executive Director
2 City Expands Roles of Director to Full-time Position

Lead/Team

Priority
District
PHASE
1 2 3 Top High Med All CC CV HD TV BL

PZ/CC
PZ/CC
CS
CS/DNA/SC
CS
CS/DNA/SC
CC
CS
HP/Sg
HP/CC
CC
CC
AH
AH
AH
ED/CD/DNA
ED/DNA
ED/DNA
CC/PZ
PZ/CC
PZ/CC
HP/CS/CC
CS/Cn
CS/FM/CM
CS
CC/DNA
CC

Key Projects:
A.1 Incorporate Central Nampa Boundaries into Comp Plan: See Section 2, Central
Nampa Boundaries & Districts
A.2 Incorporate Blueprint Districts into Comp Plan: See Section 2, Central Nampa
Boundaries & Districts
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B.1 Install Wayfinding Signage: See Section 3, Wayfinding & Signage
B.3 Implement Circulation Improvement Recommendations: See Section 3,
Circulation
B.4 Implement Existing Parking System Improvements: See Section 3, Parking
C Re‐activate Historic Preservation Commission: See Section 3, Historic
Preservation Commission
C.1 Appoint Commissioners: See Section 3, Historic Preservation Commission
C.2 Complete Certified Local Government Status Tasks: See Section 3, Historic
Preservation Commission
C.3 Create Façade Renovation Program: See Section 3, Historic Preservation
Commission
D Establish Arts & Heritage Commission: See Section 3, Arts & Heritage
Commission
E.1 Initiate Business Development By District Per Blueprint: See Section 3, Business
Development
E.2 Communicate Blueprint Strategy to Region, Target Businesses: See Section 3,
Business Development
E.3 Communicate Blueprint Vision to Community, Target Markets: See Section 3,
Business Development
F.1 Initiate Temporary Conditional Use Status in Civic Campus: See Section 2, Civic
Campus
F.2 Refine & Adopt Draft Design Guidelines for Civic Campus: See Section 2, Civic
Campus and Section 6, Design Guidelines
H.1 City & Downtown Assn Co‐Invest in Executive Director: See Section 3,
Professional Management
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Strategy Element III: INITIATE STRATEGIC ECONOMIC CATALYSTS
Code
AH
CC
CD
ChC
CM
Cn
CS
ED
HP
L
NDA
PZ
SC
Sg
URA

Description
Arts & Heritage Commission
Mayor & City Council
City Community Development Dept.
Chamber of Commerce
Canyon County Historical Museum
Specialty Consultants
City Staff
Downtown Development Executive Director
Historic Preservation Commission
Library
Nampa Downtown Assn
Planning & Zonning
Service Clubs
Sage
Urban Renewal

GOALS
INITIATIVES
ACTIONS
Comments
III INITIATE STRATEGIC ECONOMIC CATALYSTS
A Locate a New Library-based Mixed-use Project in Central Nampa
1 Establish Site Selection Criteria Consistent with Blueprint
2 With Public Team, Evaluate Site Alternatives
3 Select & Acquire Strategic Site for Development
4 Select Design Consistent with Blueprint Priorities
5 Seek Opportunities for Public-Private Development Collaboration
B Implement Business Retention Program
1 Refine Business Retention Program to Aid Central Businesses
2 Recruit Technical Assistance from Region & State
3 Develop Communication System to Promote Program
4 Communicate Resource Opportunities to Existing Businesses
C Enhance the Year-round Viability of the Farmers' Market
1 Focus Farmers Market on Front Street & Parking Lot
2 Revise Internal Circulation to Enhance Current Market
3 Enhance Seasonal Directional Signage for Current Market
4 Prepare Development Plan for Year-Round Farmers Market
5 Identify & secure site for indoor facilities
D Recruit Target Businesses for Central Nampa Infill
1 Adopt Procedures for Infill Development
2 Create Incentives for Infill Projects
3 Recruit Higher Density Housing In-fill
4 Recruit Professional Office Spaces Infill
5 Recruit Social Retail To Historic District
6 Recruit Corporate Offices to Civic Campus
7 Recruit Automotive Events to Classic Village
8 Recruit Arts/Culinary Institute to Central Nampa
E Recruit Private Entertainment Center to Central Nampa
1 Define Target Entertainment Complex Developers
2 Prepare Recruitment Information Package
3 Recruit Developers
F Identify & Plan for Transit Node in Historic Downtown
1 Collaborate with Valley Ride & COMPASS on Transit Node
2 Prepare Transit Node Concept Plan to Guide Development
3 Adopt Recommended Location; Zone Accordingly
4 Create & Adopt Standards for In-fill Development

Lead/Team

PHASE
Priority
District
1 2 3 Top High Med All CC CV HD TV BL

CC/CD
CS
CS
CS
UR
ED/Sg
ED/Sg
ED/DNA
DNA
ED/CD/FM
CS/FM
CS/DNA/FM
UR/FM
UR/FM
ED/UR/CC
UR/CC/ED
ED/UR
ED/UR
ED/UR
ED/UR
ED/UR
ED/UR
ED/CD
ED/CD
ED/CD
CD
CS/UR
PZ/CC
PZ/CC

Key Projects:
A. Locate a New Library-based Mixed-use Project in Central Nampa: See Section 3, Library
B. Implement Business Retention Program: See Section 3, Business Development
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C. Enhance the Year-round Viability of the Farmers' Market: See Section 3, Business
Development and Section 3, Arts & Heritage Commission
D. Recruit Target Businesses for Central Nampa Infill: See Section 3, Business
Development
E. Recruit Private Entertainment Center to Central Nampa: See Section 3, Business
Development
F. Identify & Plan for Transit Node in Historic Downtown: See Section 2: Transit Village,
and Section 2, Historic Downtown

The remarkable architecture of the Dewey Hotel,
now gone, could be incorporated into such future
buildings as the City Library or Transit Station.
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Strategy Element IV: ENHANCE THE “PLACE” OF CENTRAL NAMPA
Code
AH
CC
CD
ChC
CM
Cn
CS
ED
HP
L
NDA
PZ
SC
Sg
URA

Description
Arts & Heritage Commission
Mayor & City Council
City Community Development Dept.
Chamber of Commerce
Canyon County Historical Museum
Specialty Consultants
City Staff
Downtown Development Executive Director
Historic Preservation Commission
Library
Nampa Downtown Assn
Planning & Zonning
Service Clubs
Sage
Urban Renewal

Alley ways like this one can be redeveloped to
create a remarkable vitality and sense of place.

GOALS
INITIATIVES
ACTIONS
Comments
IV ENHANCE THE "PLACE" OF CENTRAL NAMPA
A Create a System/Network of Boulevards
1 Establish Detailed Design Guidelines for Rights-of-Way
2 Implement Right-of-Way Improvements in Key Corridors
3 Revise Boulevard Corridor Zoning per Blueprint Vision
B Extend the Wall Street Alleyway
1 Establish Design Priorities & Guidelines for Wall Street Extension
2 Establish Loan Pool for Rear Entry Improvements
3 Aid in Recruitment of Small Businesses to Wall Street Extension
4 Install Basic Alleyway Improvements
C Strengthen Characteristics of Central Nampa's "Sense of Place"
1 Establish pedestrian priority district in Historic Downtown
2 Enhance Historic Downtown Open Spaces for Events/Daily Use
Designed for Year-round Use, Arts & Cultural Events
Public Art Linked to Heritage
Play Areas & Playful Design for Children
3 Tap the Canal to Introduce Water Amenities in Downtown
4 Link Historic Downtown to Other Districts Via Pathways
5 Encourage Façade Renovation & Maintenance
6 Improve Sidewalks & Streetscapes to Be Fun for Pedestrians
7 Expand Shade and Covered Walkways for Pedestrians
8 Plan and Implement a System of Pedestrian / Bicycle Pathways
D Implement a Façade Improvement program
1 Create a Design Assistance Team
2 Promote Loan Pool Program
3 Provide Loan Incentives for Approved Designs

Lead/Team

Priority
District
PHASE
1 2 3 Top High Med All CC CV HD TV BL

CD/DNA/Cn
CS/DNA/SC
PZ/CC
DNA/Cn/PZ
ED/Sg/HP
ED/DNA/UR
UR/CC
PZ/CC
CS/DNA/SC

CS/UR
CD/DNA/UR
DNA/HP
DNA/HP/SC
DNA/HP/UR
CD/DNA/UR
HP/ED/Sg
ED/UR/DNA
Sg/UR/CC

Key Projects:
A. Create a System/Network of Boulevards: See Section 2, Boulevards
B. Extend the Wall Street Alleyway: See Section 3, Infrastructure
C.1 Establish pedestrian priority district in Historic Downtown: See Section 2,
Historic Downtown District
C.5 Encourage Façade Renovation & Maintenance: See Section 3, Historic
Preservation System and Section 3, Business Development
D.1 Create a Design Assistance Team: See Section 3, Arts & Heritage
Commission
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D.2 Promote Loan Pool Program: See Section 3, Business Development
D.3 Provide Loan Incentives for Approved Designs: See Section 3, Historic
Preservation Commission. Note that loans themselves are the key incentives.
Proposed façade improvements should meet the approval of the Architectural
Design Assistance Team in order to become candidates for the loan pool.
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Strategy Element V: DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A COMMUNICATION PLAN
Code
AH
CC
CD
ChC
CM
Cn
CS
ED
HP
L
NDA
PZ
SC
Sg
URA

Description
Arts & Heritage Commission
Mayor & City Council
City Community Development Dept.
Chamber of Commerce
Canyon County Historical Museum
Specialty Consultants
City Staff
Downtown Development Executive Director
Historic Preservation Commission
Library
Nampa Downtown Assn
Planning & Zonning
Service Clubs
Sage
Urban Renewal

GOALS
INITIATIVES
ACTIONS
Comments
V DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A COMMUNICATION PLAN
A Develop & Implement a Detailed Communication Plan
1 Appoint a Communications Facilitator
2 Identify and Recruit Champions & Advocates for Blueprint
3 Prepare System of Communications Tools
Website Posting of Blueprint
Series of Articles on Blueprint Vision, Opportunities
Newsletter Targeting Developers & Strategic Biz Recruits
Central Nampa Information Kiosks
Flyers Program Promoting Activities
Reader Board at 11th Street Underpass
Powerpoint Presentation of Blueprint Program
Q&A Fact Sheet on Central Nampa Developments
News Media Press Release Campaign
4 Promote the Blueprint to Target Markets, Developers, Resources
5 Refine & Maintain Communications System
6 Promote & Celebrate Successes

Lead/Team

PHASE
Priority
District
1 2 3 Top High Med All CC CV HD TV BL

CC/DNA
CD/DNA
ED/DNA/CD

ED/DNA/UR
ED/DNA
ED/All

Key Projects:
A.1 Appoint a Communications Facilitator: Once an Executive Director is hired, he
or she should take on this responsibility. Prior to that time, the implementation
team should appoint someone (perhaps on City staff) to undertake this
responsibility on an interim basis. Coordination of communication activities is
critically important; the Blueprint program will be greatly hampered otherwise.
A.3 Prepare System of Communications Tools: The Blueprint report (including
materials on the CD) has been developed to provide a range of graphics, text,
resources and other materials to support preparation of communications tools.
The CD‐based report is even web‐ready for posting as it was created in HTML.
A.4 Promote the Blueprint to Target Markets, Developers, Resources: See Section 3,
Business Development
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Section 5: Economic Conditions
DEMOGRAPHICS
Nampa is one of the fastest growing communities in the state and has been for well
over a decade. Since 1990, it has nearly doubled in size from a population of 34,000
to over 60,000 today. (See Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1, next page.) While much of the
Treasure Valley shares in this heavy growth rate, Nampa’s demographics
demonstrate it is a significantly different community than others in this region.
Nampa’s median age is the lowest in the Treasure Valley, at 29.9. This is not due to
the community’s proportion of youth, which at 30% is only slightly above the
Valley’s average. (See Tables 5.2 and 5.3, both on next page.) The causes are more
complex. First, per Figure 5.2, Nampa has a very
Figure 5.1: Nampa’s Population Trend 1970-2008
high population of young adults in the 18‐24 age
group, over 20% greater than the Valley average.
Nampa Population Trend & Projection, 1970-2008
Second, Nampa’s adults in the 25‐34 age bracket are
Population
also substantially higher (9%) than the region as a
whole. (Together, they comprise 41% of Nampa’s
80,000
population.) Third, there are remarkably fewer
70,000
adults in the 35‐64 ages (about 15% less), the classic
60,000
bulwark of America’s working population. In short,
50,000
Nampa’s youth is centered in its young adults, a very
40,000
important finding in the search for target markets.
30,000
20,000
10,000
0
1970

1980

1990

2000
Year
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2003

2008

It is important to note that family and nonfamily
households vary significantly by age. (See Figures
5.3A & B.) Nonfamily households are fairly evenly
distributed while family households are concentrated
in the 25‐44 segment.
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Table 5.1: Summary Regional Demographics, 1990-2008
Nampa Key Figures
Population
Percentage Growth
Median Age

30.9

2000
51,868
53%
29.2

2003
60,483
17%
29.9

2008
Estimate
74,024
22%
31

2.73
1.3%

2.75
0.6%

2.79
1.5%

2.81
2.3%

$26,036
-21%
60.80%
1.82

$41,067
-24%
64.90%
1.84
49.60%
27.40%
17.50%

$44,996
-23%
66.3%
1.85

$50,601
-23%
68.40%
1.88

1990
34,002

Average Household Size
Variance from Regional Average
Average Household Income
Variance from Regional Average
Owner Occupied Housing
Average Vehicles Per Household
% Blue Collar Workers
Variance from Regional Average
Hispanic Ethnicity (% of Total Population)

Figure 5.2: Nampa’s Population Age Makeup, 2003

11.40%

Age 0-17

Nampa Population Age Makeup, 2003

Age 18-24
Age 25-44
Age 45-64

11%
30%

Age 65+

18%

12%
29%

Source: Idaho Department of Commerce

Figures 5.3 A&B: Nampa Family &
Nonfamily Households by Age
Nampa Nonfamily Households

Table 5.2: Regional Demographics, 2003
2003 Demographic Traits
Boise
Caldwell
Eagle
Meridian
Nampa Nampa Rank
Population:
Total Population
201,907
29,342
12,320
38,450
60,483
2
Total Households
81,332
10,118
4,307
13,086
21,073
2
Female Population
101,711
15,000
6,149
19,528
30,749
2
% Female
50.40%
51.10%
49.90%
50.80%
50.80%
Male Population
100,196
14,342
6,171
18,922
29,734
2
% Male
49.60%
48.90%
50.10%
49.20%
49.20%
Population Density (per Sq. Mi.)
3,155.80
2,583.90 1,328.30
3,261.70 3,043.50
3
Average
Age:
Age 0 - 4
6.80%
7.90%
8.00%
10.50%
8.50%
8.3%
Age 5 - 13
12.20%
14.80%
16.30%
15.90%
15.10%
14.9%
Age 14 - 17
5.80%
6.50%
6.20%
5.50%
6.10%
6.0%
Age 18 - 20
4.60%
5.20%
3.60%
3.60%
4.80%
4.4%
Age 21 - 24
6.70%
7.40%
2.80%
4.00%
7.20%
5.6%
Age 25 - 34
15.10%
14.00%
11.20%
17.90%
16.20%
14.9%
Age 35 - 44
15.30%
12.50%
18.30%
16.40%
12.90%
15.1%
Age 45 - 54
14.50%
11.40%
15.80%
11.80%
10.50%
12.8%
Age 55 - 64
8.70%
8.30%
9.90%
7.40%
7.40%
8.3%
Age 65 - 74
4.90%
5.50%
4.40%
3.90%
5.20%
4.8%
Age 75 - 84
3.70%
4.50%
2.70%
2.40%
4.30%
3.5%
Age 85 +
1.60%
2.10%
0.70%
0.90%
2.00%
1.5%
Median Age
34.2
30.8
36.2
31.2
29.9
32.5
Note: Yellow Highlights Indicate Major Variances Between Nampa and the Treasure Valley Average

Householder
Age
15 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 to 74
75 to 84
85 +

Nampa
Variance
1.9%
1.6%
1.3%
10.1%
28.1%
8.9%
-14.5%
-18.0%
-11.3%
8.8%
22.2%
37.0%
-7.9%

Nampa Family Households
Householder
Age
15 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 to 74
75 to 84
85 +

Source: Idaho Department of Commerce
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Table 5.3: Regional Population Age Makeup
Age Group
Age 0-17
Age 18-24
Age 25-44
Age 45-64
Age 65+

Treasure Valley City
Boise
Caldwell
Eagle
Meridian
24.8%
29.2%
30.5%
31.9%
11.3%
12.6%
6.4%
7.6%
30.4%
26.5%
29.5%
34.3%
23.2%
19.7%
25.7%
19.2%
10.2%
12.1%
7.8%
7.2%

Nampa
Nampa
Average Variance
29.7%
29.2%
1.6%
12.0%
10.0%
20.2%
29.1%
30.0%
-2.9%
17.9%
21.1%
-15.3%
11.5%
9.8%
17.8%

There is another substantial difference between Nampa’s generational makeup and
that of the rest of the Valley. This is the presence of a relatively large group of
retirees. Even here, there are important segments to be clarified. Young retirees in
the 65‐74 segment exceed the Valley’s average by nearly 9%. Older retirees,
typically with less discretionary
Figure 5.4: Age Makeup of Major Cities in the Treasure Valley, 2003
spending capacity, are dramatically
larger in proportion (exceeding 30%
40%
more) than the region as a whole.
Collectively, the proportion of retirees
35%
in Nampa is nearly 18% greater than the
30%
Valley. Only Caldwell has a similar
situation. Figure 5.4 and Table 5.3
Boise
25%
Caldwell
illustrate Nampa’s unusual age
Eagle
20%
makeup. The second category, Age 18‐
Meridian
24, has the highest proportion of
15%
Nampa
citizens among the cities of Boise,
Caldwell, Eagle, Meridian and Nampa.
10%
In Age 45‐64, it has the lowest and in
5%
Age 65+ it shares the lead with
Caldwell.
0%
Age 0-17

Age 18-24

Age 25-44

Age 45-64

Age 65+

Average household size in Nampa, at
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2.75 (in 2003), is close to the state figure of 2.69. Canyon County is 2.85 while Ada
County’s remarkably lower, at 2.59.
The result is that Nampa has two major age clusters that stand out from the rest of
the Treasure Valley: young adults and seniors. Youth also are important in total
numbers, making up nearly 30% of the local population.

Table 5.4: Nampa Average Annual
Income by Age Group, 2003
Age Group
Age 15 - 24
Age 25 - 34
Age 35 - 44
Age 45 - 54
Age 55 - 64
Age 65 - 74
Age 75 +

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Annual
Income
24,112
34,202
34,762
38,714
34,632
25,175
19,451

Source:
Experian/Applied Geographic Solutions
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All data collected for the Blueprint project indicate that overall, Nampa’s population
is substantially low income. Nampa’s average household income has climbed from
$26,000 in 1990 to $45,000 in 2003. While this growth appears to be impressive, there
is an underlying and major weakness here. Over this same period, local incomes
have consistently trailed the Treasure Valley as a whole by 21‐24%. (See Table 5.2.)
Local incomes by age provide additional insight, per Table 5.4, at left. This data
indicates that there is little variance between incomes by age group across all
segments from age 25 to 64. Three out of four of the decade‐long groups have an
average income in the mid‐$34,000 range. This finding is remarkable, showing little
advantage from age and experience in income potential.
Nampans show some financial weakness in other measures as well. Local owner‐
occupied housing accounts for 71% of total housing (per Table 5.5) compared to 73%
for Canyon County. Average vehicles per household also is relatively low at 1.85,
with state projections not expecting significant change over the next five years. (This
is largely an income indicator, rather than one of lifestyle, as Nampans are known
for their love of automobiles.) In addition, blue collar jobs account for about 50% of
all employment in the city. This is about 27% higher than the regional average.
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Table 5.5: Regional Comparison of Key Demographics
2003 Demographic Comparison

Boise

Caldwell

Eagle

Meridian

Nampa

Average

Nampa
Variance

Housing Units
Total Housing Units
Owner Occupied Housing Units
Renter Occupied Housing Units
Vacant Housing Units

85,239
61.1%
34.3%
4.6%

10,891
61.3%
31.6%
7.1%

4,517
82.6%
12.8%
4.7%

13,595
81.8%
14.5%
3.8%

22,511
66.3%
27.3%
6.4%

70.6%
24.1%
5.3%

-6.1%
13.3%
20.3%

2.0%
0.8%
92.3%
1.7%
5.0%

0.9%
0.4%
76.2%
18.5%
28.9%

0.8%
0.4%
95.8%
0.6%
3.0%

1.2%
0.5%
94.3%
1.3%
4.2%

0.9%
0.4%
84.0%
10.8%
18.9%

1.2%
0.5%
88.5%
6.6%
12.0%

-22.4%
-20.0%
-5.1%
64.1%
57.5%

166,969
4.8%
27.0%
49.8%
4.6%
13.7%

23,377
6.1%
24.0%
48.8%
8.4%
12.7%

9,290
3.7%
17.5%
68.2%
1.8%
8.8%

28,264
3.5%
18.8%
63.7%
3.1%
11.0%

47,461
5.9%
21.9%
53.8%
6.9%
11.5%

4.8%
21.8%
56.9%
5.0%
11.5%

22.9%
0.3%
-5.4%
39.1%
-0.3%

2.00%
7.10%
21.50%
7.00%
22.60%
10.50%
29.20%

15.10%
15.80%
30.00%
4.40%
8.10%
4.20%
22.40%

0.90%
5.10%
17.80%
8.40%
27.80%
10.50%
29.40%

2.10%
6.20%
27.60%
7.90%
20.20%
5.60%
30.40%

9.90%
13.20%
29.70%
5.60%
11.10%
4.60%
25.80%

6.0%
9.5%
25.3%
6.7%
18.0%
7.1%
27.4%

65.0%
39.2%
17.3%
-15.9%
-38.2%
-35.0%
-6.0%

6.40%
5.00%
12.60%
12.80%
17.80%
20.70%
11.30%
5.80%
2.90%
4.70%
$61,026
$45,682
$24,578

10.90%
6.80%
19.00%
16.30%
19.80%
15.40%
6.90%
2.90%
0.90%
1.10%
$42,830
$33,132
$14,942

4.50%
3.40%
7.40%
9.90%
11.50%
19.50%
18.80%
10.40%
4.60%
10.10%
$80,187
$67,252
$28,178

4.40%
3.50%
8.10%
10.70%
17.00%
26.30%
16.10%
7.80%
2.70%
3.40%
$64,285
$55,684
$21,948

8.80%
6.80%
15.00%
15.80%
21.10%
19.60%
7.50%
2.60%
1.20%
1.60%
$44,996
$37,456
$15,685

7.0%
5.1%
12.4%
13.1%
17.4%
20.3%
12.1%
5.9%
2.5%
4.2%

25.7%
33.3%
20.8%
20.6%
21.0%
-3.4%
-38.1%
-55.9%
-51.2%
-61.7%

Race and Ethnicity
Asian
Black
White
Other
Hispanic Ethnicity

Marital Status:
Age 15 + Population
Divorced
Never Married
Now Married
Separated
Widowed

Educational Attainment:
Grade K - 9
Grade 9 - 12
High School Graduate
Associates Degree
Bachelor's Degree
Graduate Degree
Some College, No Degree

Household Income:
Income $ 0 - $9,999
Income $ 10,000 - $14,999
Income $ 15,000 - $24,999
Income $ 25,000 - $34,999
Income $ 35,000 - $49,999
Income $ 50,000 - $74,999
Income $ 75,000 - $99,999
Income $100,000 - $124,999
Income $125,000 - $149,999
Income $150,000 +
Average Household Income
Median Household Income
Per Capita Income

$58,665
$47,841
$21,066

Nampans’ educational background
may provide some explanation for the
low diversity in incomes across age
groups. Table 5.5 compares
educational attainment across the
Treasure Valley. People with a high
school education or less are a much
greater proportion than the regional
average while people with an
Associates degree or more are
substantially fewer.
While Nampa’s ethnic makeup is
largely ‘white,’ at about 89%, its
minority populations vary significantly
from other major Treasure Valley
cities. (See Table 5.5.) Nampa’s
Hispanic population, in particular, is
nearly 60% higher than the cities’
average and is growing. From 1990 to
2000, the proportion of Hispanic
residents grew over 53% from 11.4% to
17.5%. (See Table 5.1.)

-23%
-22%
-26%

Note: Yellow Highlights Indicate Major Variances Between Nampa and the Treasure Valley Average (for Major Segments)

Source: Experian/Applied Geographic Solutions
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Figure 5.5: Idaho Unemployment, 2003

EMPLOYMENT
Canyon County’s unemployment rate has been very similar to
the state’s over most of the past fourteen years. (See Table 5.6.)
In the past two years, however, Nampa’s home county has
seen a substantial increase, raising it into the upper half of
counties with the highest unemployment. (There are twenty‐
five counties with lower unemployment and 10 with higher
unemployment; see Figure 5.5)
Nampa has established a good reputation recently as a place to
do business. Local government is known to be business
friendly while the labor force and business infrastructure are
highly attractive. (See Sidebar, next page.)
County
Unemployment %

Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
S

R

Ada
Canyon
4.0
6.9
4.2
7.1
4.3
6.7
4.0
6.6
3.5
5.9
3.5
5.6
3.3
5.3
3.2
5.5
3.1
5.0
3.3
4.8
2.9
4.5
3.5
5.2
4.8
6.7
4.7
6.7
h&A

l

i

State
%

5.5
6.2
6.5
6.2
5.6
5.4
5.2
5.3
5.0
5.2
4.9
5.0
5.8
5.4

Canyon Cty
Variance from
State
25%
14%
3%
7%
5%
5%
2%
4%
-1%
-7%
-8%
4%
16%
25%

d P bli Aff i

Table 5.6: Comparison of Idaho Unemployment Rates, 1990-2003
*Source: Research & Analysis and Public Affairs, Idaho Dept. of Labor – 05/2004
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SIDEBAR: “Nampa, Idaho: What a Place for Business!
MORE THAN 67,000 PEOPLE CALL NAMPA, Idaho home.
The latest population numbers show continued record setting
residential growth for the Treasure Valley city.
“Our growth is pacing right around 6-8% a year,” Mayor Tom
Dale says. “We’re working to manage that growth in a smart
way. But, most importantly, we’re seeing our commercial and
industrial sectors really take off.”
Growth isn’t the only area where Nampa is setting records.
City residents overwhelmingly passed a $38-million bond.
More than 73% of voters said ‘yes’ to a General Obligation
Bond to pay for significant transportation improvement
projects and economic development.
The bond will fund
expanded city services into a key commercial/industrial area.
“I believe this is a first for Idaho,” Mayor Dale says. “When
73% of a city’s voters say yes to spending $38-million on
projects that address current transportation concerns and
prepare for the future, they are making a tangible investment
in their community. I don’t know of another city where this
has happened.”
Construction on the projects starts the spring of 2005.
Already, local business people see the vote sending a strong
message. Re/MAX Advantage Realtor Eric Boyum says: “Now
that the bond has passed, we will be able to grab some of the
opportunities we may have missed. The vote shows business
leaders that we are a future-vision community.”
Boyum says his clients, who hold management positions in
area companies, are moving to Nampa along with employees.
“We have a lot of attributes for business,” Boyum says.
“Nampa is a place companies can locate because their
managers and employees can find a good quality of life.”
Before voters passed the bond, Nampa was gaining national
recognition for being included in the now Boise-Nampa Metro
area. Nationally owned businesses see Nampa as a prime
market for expansion.
Big 5 Sporting Goods, Lowe’s Home Improvement, and The
Home Depot opened boxes in Nampa in the past year. More
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growth is on the way.
This
year,
Costco
announced
plans
to
anchor a large commercial
development in northwest
Nampa.
The
large
retail
development on the north
side of Interstate-84 is
envisioned to encompass more than 600,000 square feet and
will include one large anchor in addition to Costco.
Costco chairman Jeff Brotman says the warehouse retailer —
which has been looking for the right location to expand its
presence in the Treasure Valley — selected Nampa because
the community has demonstrated a commitment to successful
economic development and because Costco is one of Nampa’s
most requested corporate citizens.

Growth Requires the
Right Team
Listed from front to back:
Mayor Tom Dale, Nampa; Dr.
Richard Hagood, President,
Northwest Nazarene University;
Jerry Gunstream, Gunstream
Commercial Real Estate; Jeff
Tunison, Vice President/Commercial
Marketing Executive/Owner, Title
One; Greg Mayes, Premier Alliance;
Michael S. Adkins, CEO and
President, MPC; Stephanie Pressly,
President and Publisher, Idaho Press
Tribune

Excerpts from:
Idaho Business IQ, July/August 2004
http://idbiq.mwi.com/article.asp?r=409&iid=24&sid=24
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Table 5.7: Canyon County Employment by Industry Over Time
Total Full-time and Part-time Employment by Industry -- Canyon, ID
(Number of Jobs)
Job Sector

Percent of Total

1970

1980

1990

2000

2001

1970

1980

1990

2000

28,307

37,860

43,819

66,208

66,477 100% 100% 100% 100%

21,875

29,319

34,087

51,079

51,068

77%

77%

78%

77%

6,432

8,541

9,732

15,129

15,409

23%

23%

22%

23%

Employment by place of work
Total full-time & part-time employment
By type
Wage and salary employment
Proprietors employment
Farm proprietors employment

2,185

1,979

1,786

1,881

1,842

Nonfarm proprietors employment 2/

4,247

6,562

7,946

13,248

13,567

By industry
Farm employment

8%

5%

4%

3%

15%

17%

18%

20%

4,320

3,924

3,336

3,906

(N)

Nonfarm employment

23,987

33,936

40,483

62,302

(N)

Private employment

20,485

29,089

35,054

55,408

(N)

85%

86%

87%

691

1,059

1,478

1,834

(N)

3%

3%

4%

3%

35

151

72

80

(N)

0%

0%

0%

0%

Construction

1,165

1,883

2,165

5,730

(N)

5%

6%

5%

9%

Manufacturing

5,658

6,499

8,156

11,656

(N)

24%

19%

20%

19%

Transportation and public utilities

1,220

1,891

2,312

2,904

(N)

5%

6%

6%

5%

974

2,261

2,300

3,054

(N)

4%

7%

6%

5%

Retail trade

4,174

5,619

6,691

10,407

(N)

17%

17%

17%

17%

Finance, insurance, and real estate

1,534

2,294

2,255

3,758

(N)

6%

7%

6%

6%

Services

5,034

7,432

9,625

15,985

(N)

21%

22%

24%

26%

3,502

4,847

5,429

6,894

(N)

15%

14%

13%

11%

Federal, civilian

198

233

250

368

(N)

1%

1%

1%

1%

Military

703

586

629

548

(N)

3%

2%

2%

1%

2,601

4,028

4,550

5,978

(N)

11%

12%

11%

10%

State government

(N)

1,347

1,336

1,043

(N)

N/A

4%

3%

2%

Local government

(N)

2,681

3,214

4,935

(N)

N/A

8%

8%

8%

Ag. services, forestry, fishing, other
Mining

Wholesale trade

Government, government enterprises

State and local

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis,
National American Industry Classification System
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100% 100% 100% 100%
89%

State employment records are generally
kept at the County level. Thus, trends
for employment sectors over the past
several decades are not available for
Nampa. Nevertheless, county trends,
per Table 5.7 at left, provide
considerable insight relevant (for
example, per the highlighted numbers)
to the city’s economic development.
Note that the traditional farming
industry is on the decline both in
numbers of farmers and as a percent of
total employment. Recently,
construction jobs have jumped
substantially (consistent with the major
increase in population growth).
Manufacturing, a key sector for
economic health has declined despite
substantial efforts to make it grow.
Services are clearly on the increase, in
keeping with national trends. Finally,
government jobs as a portion of total
employment are declining. So, while
most sectors are fairly stable, some of
those where wages tend to be highest
(e.g., manufacturing and government)
are declining.
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Canyon County Economic Profile
Canyon County is located in the southwestern
Idaho, bordering Oregon. It ranks 2nd among
Idaho counties in population and 39th in area.
Canyon and Ada Counties comprise the Boise
Metropolitan Statistical Area.
Unlike most Idaho counties, the vast majority
of Canyon County, 93.6 percent, is privately
owned. While trade and service employment
is high, agriculture, food processing, and
electronics manufacturing form major
components of the economy.
Annual average total employment grew 59.1
percent from 1991 to 2001. Major employers
include J.R. Simplot Company, Kit
Manufacturing, MCMS Inc., MicronPC.com,
Micron Electronics, Armour Fresh Meats,
ZiLOG Corporation, SSI Food, West Valley
Medical Center, and Amalgamated Sugar
Company.

Currently (in 2003), Nampa’s largest employers are in the fields of education,
manufacturing, health care, food processing, and wood processing. (See Table 5.8.)
These fields are generally stable or growing, though the food processing and wood
processing sectors in southwest Idaho have been unstable in recent times.
Table 5.8: Nampa’s Largest Employers
Nampa's Largest Employers
Employer
Nampa School Dist. #131
MPC
Mercy Medical Center

Product or Service
Education
Electronics and Computer Production
Health Care Services

Armour Foods

Meat Products

Employees
1,300
1,000
650
550

Amalgamated Sugar Company
Food Processing
Plexus (MCMS)
Custom Computer Boards Mfg.
Nestle Brands Food Service
Food Processing
Woodgrain Millwork Inc.
Wood Processing
Zilog Corporation
Integrated Circuits Mfg.
Source: Nampa Community Profile, 2003, Idaho Dept. of Commerce

500
460
350
350
150

Two excellent private colleges are located
here, Albertson College of Idaho and
Northwest Nazarene University. Boise State
University is building a satellite campus at its
Canyon County Center located in Nampa.
Canyon County also is the heart of Idaho’s
wine country, home to several award-winning
wineries.
Source: Idaho Department of Labor and
Commerce
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Table 5.9: Regional Comparison of Retail Spending

CONSUMER SPENDING

Retail Trade Potential by Segment
Description

Boise City

Total Retail Sales
Apparel & Accessory Stores
Automotive Dealers
Automotive & Home Supply Stores
Drug & Proprietary Stores
Eating & Drinking Places
Food Stores
Furniture & Home Furnishing Stores
Home Appliance, Radio, & T.V. Stores
Gasoline Service Stations
General Merchandise
Department Stores
Hardware, Lumber & Garden Stores

$2,900,192,768
$102,579,208
$669,516,928
$47,203,528
$79,091,408
$279,419,328
$404,262,720
$116,892,800
$65,434,640
$233,861,552
$431,794,368
$165,310,768
$209,666,608

Caldwell City

Eagle City

Meridian City

Nampa City

$299,298,464
$6,424,594
$107,790,832
$5,143,085
$7,113,621
$19,265,804
$42,706,356
$6,178,921
$4,293,627
$20,794,818
$32,789,034
$19,746,374
$25,895,970

$159,248,416
$5,778,940
$36,615,360
$2,490,329
$4,419,357
$15,392,738
$22,616,934
$6,645,121
$3,772,828
$12,685,755
$23,719,828
$9,078,821
$11,417,237

$490,434,720
$17,606,472
$111,867,032
$7,813,405
$13,320,096
$47,723,456
$68,317,744
$19,979,014
$11,421,434
$39,437,848
$73,314,072
$27,875,860
$34,959,288

$603,362,112
$12,958,522
$216,547,648
$10,389,361
$14,242,294
$38,975,220
$85,841,000
$12,404,654
$8,678,275
$41,995,484
$66,207,212
$39,781,652
$52,124,932

Note: Retail sales potential of an area based on where purchases were made (as opposed to where consumers live.
)
The data is based on the Census of Retail Trade.
Source, Claritas. 2002

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
Name
Eagle
Meridian
Boise
Caldwell
Nampa

City
Boise
Nampa
Meridian
Caldwell
Eagle

Retail Trade
Potential
$ 2,900,192,768
$ 603,362,112
$ 490,434,720
$ 299,298,464
$ 159,248,416

2002 Annual
Average per HH
$55,109
$44,710
$38,557
$30,066
$29,497

% Boise
% Boise
Total
Population
100%
100%
21%
32%
17%
21%
10%
16%
5%
7%

2007 Annual
Average per HH
$72,129
$57,992
$47,150
$34,339
$33,839

Average
Annual Growth %
11.33%
11.07%
7.04%
5.49%
6.04%

Source: Claritas

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

City
Boise
Meridian
Nampa
Caldwell
Eagle

2002 Local
Buying Power
$ 2,987,299,837
$
573,946,826
$
563,691,271
$
282,315,780
$
231,457,203

$ Less Than
Preceding City Rank
City
1 Eagle
$ 2,413,353,011
2 Meridian
$
10,255,555
3 Boise
$ 281,375,491
4 Caldwell
$
50,858,577
5 Nampa
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2002 Buying
Power per HH
$
55,109
$
44,710
$
38,557
$
30,066
$
29,497

Table 5.10:
Regional Retail
Trade Potential,
2002

Table 5.11:
Regional Household
Buying Power

Table 5.12:
Regional Community
Buying Power
$ Less Than
2002
Preceding City Market Index
137.19
$
10,399
111.30
$
6,154
95.98
$
8,491
74.85
$
568
73.43

Nampa’s total retail sales potential in
2002 exceeded $600 million. (See
Tables 5.9 and 5.10.) This figure
reflects the capacity of Nampa’s
business community to draw
purchases from all sources, inside and
outside Nampa. As such, the amount
is very substantial and should be noted
by the retail sector. Nampa is a major
retail power in the Treasure Valley.
Further analysis is needed to
appreciate Nampa’s retail potential.
Table 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 provide a
variety of insights to guide further
development of this sector. In general,
Nampa’s low household incomes have
a major impact on both local consumer
buying power and on retail segment
potential.
Per Table 5.10, Nampa has 32% of
Boise’s population but only 21% of its
retail trade potential. This is due in
part to Boise’s large retail malls and its
metropolitan draw. However, the
discrepancy is greater in Nampa than
in any other major Treasure Valley
SECTION 5: ECONOMIC CONDITIONS - PAGE 5.10

community. Given Nampa’s strategic location and recent positive development
trends, this gap may reflect an important opportunity for retail growth. Note that
local retail trade potential (Table 5.9) already exceeds local buying power (Table
5.12) by about $40 million annually. As Nampa’s business sector and population
grow, regional drawing power is likely to expand. Central Nampa could be a key
influence and beneficiary in this effort.
Nampa’s very low household buying power (in Table 5.11) also needs to be seen in
context. The prestigious Claritas market research firm projects that Nampa’s buying
power will grow at a healthy annual rate of over 6% between 2002 and 2007. The
community’s large population makes this growth translate into substantial retail
dollars. In this five year period, Claritas forecasts that local buying power will grow
by over $170 million. The key is to identify retail niches that can be established or
strengthened in Nampa, thereby reducing retail leakage.
Currently, Nampa has distinctive regional retail strength in only one segment:
automotive sales. (See Table 5.13.) Other segments may provide opportunities for
growth. Key areas for competitiveness that
Table 5.13: Nampa Retail Trade Potential
might be tapped in Central Nampa are likely
Treasure Vlly
Nampa
to be:
Retail Trade Potential as % of Sales
Nampa
Average
Variance
Total Retail Sales
100%
100.00%
¾ Affordability: price points that reflect
Automotive Dealers
36%
28.16%
27%
local incomes
Food Stores
14%
14.11%
1%
¾ Home furnishings for starter homes in
General Merchandise
11%
13.33%
-18%
Hardware, Lumber & Garden Stores
9%
7.76%
11%
two major segments: young adults
Gasoline Service Stations
7%
7.60%
-8%
(18‐34) and seniors. (Note that the
Eating & Drinking Places
6%
8.39%
-23%
‘Hardware’ category is doing well by
Drug & Proprietary Stores
2.4%
2.59%
-9%
regional standards, probably a
Apparel & Accessory Stores
2.1%
3.01%
-29%
Furniture & Home Furnishing Stores
2.1%
3.28%
-37%
reflection of demand from these
Automotive & Home Supply Stores
1.7%
1.64%
5%
market segments).
Home Appliance, Radio, & T.V. Stores
1%
1.97%
-27%
Source: Claritas, 2002. Note: Yellow highlights indicate substantial variances.
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¾ Social retailing, or retailing that brings people together in social
surroundings, with an emphasis on inexpensive goods and services.
Restaurants, cafés, delicatessens, bakeries, food coops, book and magazine
stores, coffee shops, and ice cream/dessert shops are examples.
Table 5.14A: Potential Local Spending by Category, 2008
2008 Potential Local Spending, by Consumer Category
2003 Avg
Categories Over $50 Million in Spending per Year
2008 Avg
Growth 03-08
Apparel
$2,121
$2,279
7%
Entertainment
$2,031
$2,183
7%
Food And Beverages
$6,500
$6,983
7%
Food At Home
$3,857
$4,141
7%
Food Away From Home
$2,269
$2,440
8%
Health Care
$2,469
$2,649
7%
Used Vehicle Purchase
$1,856
$1,999
8%
Categories $20-50 Million in Spending per Year
Contributions
$1,167
$1,254
8%
Gasoline And Oil
$1,395
$1,502
8%
Gifts
$1,173
$1,260
7%
Health Care Insurance
$1,179
$1,264
7%
Health Care Services
$760
$815
7%
Housewares And Small Appliances
$824
$886
8%
New Car Purchased
$997
$1,070
7%
New Truck Purchased
$752
$807
7%
New Vehicle Purchase
$1,749
$1,877
7%
Recreational Equipment And Supplies
$764
$821
8%
Telephone Service Excl Cell Phones
$998
$1,072
7%
Used Car Purchase
$1,167
$1,258
8%
Vehicle Insurance
$926
$996
8%
Video And Audio Equipment
$752
$808
7%
Note: Consumer Expenditure Categories contain overlapping information (e.g., Apparel & Boys Apparel)

2008 Total
$58,612,714
$56,127,873
$179,570,417
$106,475,529
$62,756,172
$68,107,206
$51,415,857
$32,255,610
$38,619,816
$32,410,929
$32,516,103
$20,953,353
$22,787,862
$27,503,221
$20,752,776
$48,256,255
$21,113,301
$27,569,052
$32,360,270
$25,610,854
$20,785,949

State and private forecasters anticipate 6‐
8% growth in actual local retail spending
between 2003 and 2008. (See Tables
5.14A, B & C) Largest dollar volumes in
purchasing are likely to occur in:
¾ Food and beverage
¾ Food at home
¾ Health care
¾ Food away from home
¾ Apparel
¾ Entertainment
Each of these categories are well suited
to the kinds of businesses in Central
Nampa (or that would be well suited for
it). Other categories with substantial
potential spending that could be
exploited by Central Nampa are:
¾ Gifts
¾ Insurance
¾ Housewares and small
appliances
¾ Recreational equipment and
supplies
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¾ Video and audio equipment

Table 5.14B: Potential Local Spending by Category, 2008
2008 Potential Local Spending, by Consumer Category
2003 Avg
Categories $10-20 Million in Spending per Year
2008 Avg
Growth 03-08
Education
$688
$737
7%
Fees And Admissions
$514
$553
8%
Footwear
$391
$420
7%
Furniture
$386
$416
8%
Health Care Supplies And Equipment
$529
$569
8%
Household Supplies
$611
$660
8%
Men's Apparel
$395
$425
7%
Other Transportation Costs
$667
$716
7%
Personal Care Services
$428
$460
8%
Personal Insurance
$456
$490
8%
Tuition
$581
$623
7%
Used Truck Purchase
$688
$741
8%
Women's Apparel
$709
$762
7%
Categories $5-10 Million in Spending per Year
Apparel Services And Accessories
$276
$298
8%
Computer Hardware
$307
$330
7%
Household Services
$306
$328
7%
Pet Supplies And Services
$217
$233
7%
Note: Consumer Expenditure Categories contain overlapping information (e.g., Apparel & Boys Apparel)

2008 Total
$18,959,412
$14,228,624
$10,802,614
$10,702,326
$14,638,007
$16,964,700
$10,922,703
$18,403,968
$11,827,357
$12,603,179
$16,008,616
$19,055,844
$19,588,401
$7,653,813
$8,487,236
$8,428,348
$5,987,481

Table 5.14B lists local spending
categories with moderate potential.
These segments may be important in
Central Nampa where stores tend to
be smaller and more specialized.
Segments consistent with Historic
Downtown and the Classic Village
are:
¾ Education
¾ Footwear
¾ Furniture
¾ Health care supplies
¾ Household supplies
¾ Men’s apparel
¾ Personal care services
¾ Women’s apparel
¾ Computer hardware
¾ Pet supplies and services

Table 5.14C lists local spending categories with relatively low potential, though
Central Nampa specialty stores may find sound niches here. Of particular note are:
¾ Books & supplies
¾ Childrens’ apparel
¾ Household textiles
¾ Appliances
¾ Personal care products
¾ Records/tapes/CDs
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Table 5.14C: Potential Local Spending by Category, 2008

REAL ESTATE

2008 Potential Local Spending, by Consumer Category
2003 Avg
Categories $2-5 Million in Spending per Year
2008 Avg
Growth 03-08
Books And Supplies
$107
$115
7%
Boys Apparel
$114
$122
7%
Cosmetics and Perfume
$87
$93
8%
Finance Charges Excluding Mortgage And Vehicle
$175
$188
7%
Girls Apparel
$137
$147
7%
Household Textiles
$94
$101
7%
Infants Apparel
$98
$105
7%
Jewelry
$98
$105
8%
Legal And Accounting
$85
$91
8%
Major Appliances
$178
$192
8%
Mass Transit
$83
$90
8%
Newspapers
$93
$100
7%
Personal Care Products
$154
$165
7%
Photographic Equipment And Supplies
$99
$106
8%
Records / Tapes / CD Purchases
$103
$110
7%
Televisions
$89
$96
8%
2003 Avg
Categories $.5-2 Million in Spending per Year
2008 Avg
Growth 03-08
Computer Information Services
$31.01
$33.50
8%
Computer Software
$40.42
$43.46
8%
Floor Coverings
$64.26
$69.21
8%
Hair Care
$55.35
$59.41
7%
Indoor Plants And Fresh Flowers
$67.47
$72.48
7%
Magazines
$44.28
$47.54
7%
Oral Hygeine Products
$26.13
$28.04
7%
Other Tobacco Products
$35.90
$38.57
7%
VCRs And Related Equipment
$39.96
$42.96
8%
Video Game Hardware And Software
$25.75
$27.63
7%
Watches
$19.86
$21.40
8%
Note: Consumer Expenditure Categories contain overlapping information (e.g., Apparel & Boys Apparel)

Table 5.15: Regional Retail Vacancies and Rents, 1/2004
Vacancy
Rents
Treasure Valley
Inventory
Center
Retail Submarket
Sq Feet
Sq Feet
%
Low
High
Average
Count
Central Bench
890,909 205,811
23.1%
$4.00
$16.00
$12.35
19
North End
168,010
600
0.4%
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
14
Northwest
505,782
98,944
19.6%
$6.00
$16.00
$11.04
6
Southeast
1,361,686 241,251
17.7%
$7.00
$26.98
$15.89
16
Southwest
626,860
60,897
9.7%
$7.50
$19.00
$12.00
8
West Bench/Mall
2,061,234 308,865
15.0%
$6.00
$20.00
$13.52
21
Eagle
339,411
22,513
6.6%
$8.00
$17.00
$14.60
8
Garden City
372,243
4,000
1.1%
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
10
Meridian
1,068,872
28,496
2.7%
$7.00
$16.00
$12.45
15
Nampa
516,759
39,651
7.7%
$5.00
$17.00
$11.17
8
Market Total:
7,911,766 1,011,028
12.8%
$7.75
$17.50
$13.00
125
Source: Colliers International Retail Market Overview, January 2004, http://www.colliersidaho.com
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2008 Total
$2,950,796
$3,149,316
$2,401,524
$4,840,592
$3,791,420
$2,595,158
$2,704,704
$2,704,961
$2,349,580
$4,925,708
$2,306,121
$2,561,214
$4,246,832
$2,728,362
$2,840,222
$2,469,411

2008 Total
$861,453
$1,117,574
$1,779,735
$1,527,728
$1,863,823
$1,222,491
$721,049
$991,828
$1,104,716
$710,505
$550,301

Retail and Office sector real estate
trends in the Treasure Valley indicate
that Nampa is in a relatively strong
position compared to other major
cities.
Table 5.15 indicates that Nampa’s retail
space rents are highly competitive
while the vacancy rate is substantially
lower than the region’s average. (See
also Figures 5.6 and 5.7 for
perspective.) Colliers International1
reports (in January, 2004) that Treasure
Valley retail space vacancies continue
to rise, though at a relatively slow rate.
A major impact on the overall vacancy
rate is the substantial amount of ‘box
store’ space being vacated by national
tenants.

Average rents in the Valley are up
about 50 cents due to new centers opening with higher rates
(reflective of increasing land costs). Announced construction
will add about 750,000 square feet (10%) to current space over
the next several years. This expansion is likely to subdue rate
increases, particularly since there has been little or no recent
1

One of the premier real estate specialists in the west, at www.colliersidaho.com.
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Figure 5.6: Regional Retail Vacancy Rates, 2004
2004

job growth in the Treasure Valley. There is some
optimism that the regional economy and jobs will expand
somewhat over the next year.

Retail Vacancy Rate

According to Colliers International, the retail outlook for
2004 is as follows:

Source: Colliers International, January, 2004 Retail Market Overview

Figure 5..7 Regional Retail Space Inventory, 2004

“Positives
Chain restaurants and financial institutions will
dominate the early activity in 2004. Several restaurants
are currently in their final phases of negotiating
transactions that will be announced in the first quarter
of 2004. Home Improvement centers are rapidly
expanding in the Treasure Valley. Home Depot has
sites in Eagle and Nampa under construction. Lowe’s
opened their second store in Nampa in December. In
addition, large retailers should announce plans for
projects in Meridian and Nampa, continuing the
westward march through the Treasure Valley.
Negatives
The large box space (Costco, K‐Mart, TJ Maxx) will
continue to be a problem, as these sites have been very
difficult to re‐lease. Older centers should see tenants
relocate as repositioning in the valley continues into
newer and higher traffic locations.”
Source: Colliers International Retail Market Overview, Boise
Region, January, 2004

Source: Colliers International, January, 2004 Retail Market Overview
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These insights and others noted above indicate that
Nampa, including the Central area, can expect to become
a more substantial competitor in the regional retail
marketplace over the next several years.
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For the Office real estate sector, the good news is that the Treasure Valley, like the
U.S. generally, is slowly and steadily climbing out of recession. Supported by
reduced unemployment and record‐low interest rates, office and commercial
development are expanding in the region.
Nampa has not been a major presence in the regional office market. The city’s
aggressive, pro‐business stance and the Valley’s westward growing population
make this weakness something likely to change in the near future. With a new
office‐oriented Central Nampa district, the Civic Campus, the community is primed
to make its entry.
Toward this end, it is important to note several key trends to guide local
development. First, office vacancy rates are relatively high around the Valley.
Eagles’s is the highest at 37.59% (as of January, 2004, per Colliers International).
Downtown Boise is relatively low at 10.58%; Meridian is at 20.59%. These rates call
for care in recruiting new office ventures. Colliers International offers other insights
that are cause for optimism in Nampa:
“The Treasure Valley is poised to attract companies seeking to
expand their operations into the Intermountain region, as well as
corporate relocations seeking reduced operating costs and better
quality of life for employees. No longer driven predominately by the
technology sector, job growth will come from a broader spectrum,
such as education and health services, government, leisure and
hospitality. While the Treasure Valley is not expected to experience
the rampant growth of the 1990’s, there are plenty of indicators that
point toward a healthy commercial office market and business
environment for the foreseeable future.”
Source: Colliers International Retail Market Overview, Boise Region
January, 2004 (Emphasis added)
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Growth in the office segments of education, health services, government and
hospitality bodes well for Nampa which has distinctive strengths and/or demand in
each of these areas.
Lease rates should also be noted. Colliers International advises that full‐service
asking rates should remain in the $17‐$20 per square foot range for new construction
and slightly lower for second generation space.
Please refer to Section 6, Support of this report for additional economic information
resources on Nampa and the Treasure Valley.
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